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Planning Justification Report
314 Main Street East
Town of Grimsby
1.0

INTRODUCTION

Glen Schnarr & Associates Inc. has been retained by Branthaven Terrace Drive Inc. to prepare a
Planning Justification Report (the “Report’) to assess proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and
Plan of Subdivision applications to permit fifty-five (55) single detached residential dwellings (the
“proposed development”) on the northernmost portion of the property located at 314 Main Street
East in the Town of Grimsby (the “subject property”).
The subject property is a large linear lot entirely situated within the Niagara Escarpment Plan. The
Zoning By-law Amendment application proposes to rezone the portion of the subject property
located within the Niagara Escarpment Plan’s Urban Area and Town of Grimsby’s Built Boundary
for residential purposes while maintaining the southerly portion for existing natural features and
for agricultural purposes.
1.1

PROPOSED ZONING BY-LAW AMENDMENT

The subject lands are zoned “Neighborhood Development (ND),” “Residential Detached
(RD1.25)” and “Environmental Conservation Overlay (EC)” by the Town of Grimsby Zoning ByLaw 14-45. The APO lot is zoned Niagara Escarpment Development Control (N.E.D.C) Area.
The following amendments to the Zoning By-law (the “Zoning By-law Amendment”) are required
to facilitate the proposed development on the subject lands. The draft Zoning By-law is appended
as Appendix A to this Report and the Zoning By-law Amendment is discussed further in Section
5.8 of this Report.
1. Rezone the subject lands from ND – Neighbourhood Development, RD1.25 – Residential
Detached and EC – Environmental Conservation Overlay to Residential Detached RD4
and RD5; and
2. To provide for site-specific provisions relating to the above Amendments in the RD4 and
RD5 zone.
This Report presents an analysis of the proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and demonstrates its
consistency with the Provincial Policy Statement (2014) and conformity with the Growth Plan for
the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2017), the Niagara Escarpment Plan (2017), the Greenbelt Plan
(2017), the Niagara Region Official Plan (2014), and the Town of Grimsby’s Official Plan (2012).
1.2

PROPOSED DRAFT PLAN OF SUBDIVISION

A Draft Plan of Subdivision application has been submitted concurrently with the Zoning By-law
Amendment application to facilitate the creation of the lots and associated blocks proposed. The
Draft Plan of Subdivision consists of 55 residential lots, a 7.5-meter Natural Heritage System
314 Main Street East
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Buffer Block to the rear of Lots 18-29, a 3.0-meter Acoustic Buffer Block which separates lot 1
from Main Street East and new municipal road blocks having a right-of-way of 20 metres. The
proposed Draft Plan of Subdivision is included as Appendix B in this Report.
1.3

NIAGARA ESCARPMENT COMISSION DEVELOPMENT PERMIT

The Niagara Escarpment Commission is the development control authority for the APO lot.
Changes in use and severance of the APO lot require a permit from the Niagara Escarpment
Commission rather than rezoning approval from the Town. The NEC recommended submitting a
Development Permit Application in advance of the Zoning By-law Amendment application to
demonstrate that future APO Lot can be continuously used for agricultural purposes. A
Development Permit Application has been submitted to the NEC and is currently under review.

314 Main Street East
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2.0

PROCESS AND ENGAGEMENT

On July 5th, 2018 a Pre-Consultation Meeting with Niagara Escarpment Commission, Niagara
Region and Town of Grimsby staff was held to present a preliminary concept for the proposed
development. As a result, staff issued a Pre-Consultation Agreement outlining preliminary
comments and materials required to satisfy a complete application to permit the proposed
development (see Appendix C).
The proposed strategy for consulting with the public with respect to this application will follow
the requirements of the Planning Act for statutory meetings and the Town of Grimsby’s Zoning
By-law Amendment process.

314 Main Street East
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3.0

SITE DESCRIPTION AND SURROUNDING LAND USES

The following section describes the subject property’s existing site context, immediate and
surrounding land uses, existing transit, facilities and services, natural features and the existing road
and connectivity/network.
3.1

SITE CONTEXT

The subject property has a total area of approximately 23.03 hectares (54.44 acres). The subject
property is generally located on the south side of Main Street East, east of Lawrence Avenue and
west of Cabernet Street and is bisected by a prominent feature of the Niagara Escarpment.
The northly portion of the subject property, which is subject to Draft Plan of Subdivision, is
located within the Town of Grimsby’s Urban Settlement Area and Built Boundary and
outside of the staked limits of the Escarpment feature, is referred to as the “subject lands”
in this Report (see Figure 1). The subject lands are located on the east side of Lawrence Avenue,
west of Cabernet Street and on the south side of Main Street East. The subject lands have a total
area of approximately 3.24 hectares (8.01 acres) with approximately 124.36 metres of frontage
along Main Street East. The subject lands are occupied by one single detached dwelling which
front onto Main Street East, a produce warehouse and associated driveway and agricultural
operation. Koorneef currently operates a produce distribution and agricultural operation and the
associated produce warehouse and loading docks are found on the subject lands. A strip of
landscaping and a public sidewalk buffer the subject lands from Main Street East. The existing
produce warehouse, sited south of the existing dwelling, is separated from the dwelling by trees,
shrubs and surface parking. A portion of the subject lands are being used for farming in conjunction
with the produce warehouse. The subject lands have two access points from Main Street East, one
driveway provides access to the dwelling and one driveway extends southward to the produce
warehouse and associated parking and agricultural operation. The topography of the subject lands
gradually slopes south to north until it reaches the Escarpment natural feature which bisects the
subject property.
The southern portion of the subject property, which is not part of Draft Plan of Subdivision,
is referred to as the “APO lot” within this Report (see Figure 1). The APO lot has a total area
of approximately 18.58 hectares (45.91 acres). The Escarpment natural feature substantially
increases in slope nearest the northerly limit of subject lands then moderates to a plateau condition
over the majority of the APO lot. On July 14th, 2017, a staking exercise was conducted with the
Niagara Escarpment Commission, Niagara Region and Town of Grimsby staff and the proponents
to evaluate the boundary of the environmental limits and confirm the delineation between the
subject lands and APO lot. The future APO lot is currently subject to a Development Permit
Application (the “NEC Permit”) before the Niagara Escarpment Commission to sever and create
a new lot within the areas of the Niagara Escarpment Plan designated Escarpment Natural Area
and Escarpment Protection Areas for agricultural purposes only. The future APO lot will be
restricted from any form of residential development and is not part of the overall schematic of the
proposed development on the subject lands save for the consideration of the appropriate buffers,
compatibility, uses, access and maintenance and enhancement of natural features associated with
the subject lands. An Agricultural Impact Assessment has been submitted concurrently with the
314 Main Street East
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FIGURE 1
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NEC Permit to assess the viability of the APO lot. Furthermore, the Environmental Impact Study
submitted with this application provides comprehensive analysis of the identified natural features
adjacent to and on the APO lot proposed. Additionally, the portions of the Bruce Trail which
traverse the future APO lot will continue to be maintained.
3.2

AREA CONTEXT

Surrounding land uses are mixed and provide various services and recreational opportunities for
the neighbourhood and future residents of the proposed development. To the north, land uses
consist of recreational, commercial and residential dwellings. East and west of the subject lands
are residential neighborhoods which both have small municipal parks, Vintners Lane and
Chardonnay Place. South of the subject lands the Niagara Escarpment and further beyond the
escarpment is are a mixture of woodlot and agricultural lands.
A summary of the immediate and surrounding land uses are provided below and are illustrated on
Figure 2:

3.3

North:

Single-detached residential dwellings and townhouses.

East:

Single- detached residential dwellings.

South:

Escarpment feature, existing woodlot and agricultural lands.

West:

Single- detached residential dwellings.

FACILITIES, SERVICES & RECREATION

The summary below provides a list of facilities, commercial uses, places of worship, transit and
mobility, services and recreation opportunities/centres in the vicinity of the subject lands:
Parks & Recreation
- Niagara West YMCA*
- Lakemount Sports World*
- Niagara Escarpment with Bruce Trail
- Vintners Lane (Municipal Park)*
- Chardonnay Place (Municipal Park)*
Commercial
- TSC Hardware Store*
- Precision Metal Work Inc*
- Bath Fitter*
- Wills Chevrolet Buick GMC*
- Coin Car Wash*
Place of Worship
- Mountainview Christian Reformed
Church*
314 Main Street East
Planning Justification Report

Mobility
- Region Arterial (Main Street East)
- Niagara Region Cycling Network
Green Route (Connects to St.
Catherine’s)
Retirement Facilities
- Shalom Manor & Gardens*
- Evergreen Terrace*
- Lincoln Park Retirement Residence*
Grocery Stores
- Ridgeview Fruit Market & Garden
Centre*
*Denotes services within a 10-minute walk (approx.
500 metres) of 314 Main Street East.
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The Bruce Trail is a popular recreational amenity which runs through Beamer Valley, traversing
generally from east to west. The Bruce Trail is wholly within the APO lot and Escarpment Natural
Area and contains a number of access points throughout the trail’s entirety. The most popular
access point which has parking, picknick tables, public washrooms etc. is located at Beamer
Memorial Conservation Area which is approximately 4.5 kilometers away. However, there are two
less developed access points to the east and west, located within 800 meters of the subject property.
3.4

TRANSIT AND CONNECTIVITY

The subject lands have frontage on Main Street East which is designated as a Region Arterial Road
in the Town of Grimsby’s Official Plan. The portion of Main Street East which the subject lands
front on to has an existing public sidewalk that provides access to surrounding amenities and
services. Additionally, Main Street East is a designated Bike Route in the Town of Grimsby’s
Official Plan, this Bike Route provides access throughout the Town and Region.
GO Transit currently operates GO Bus Route 12 though Grimsby, which runs east/west along the
QEW corridor. The Park & Ride stops nearest to the subject lands are the Casablanca Boulevard
stop which is approximately 6.5 kilometers to the west and the Ontario Street stop which is
approximately 3.5 km to the east. The GO Bus network allows residents of Grimsby to access the
Greater Toronto and Hamilton Region. Local bus viability is currently being assessed by the Town
of Grimsby with bus service along Main Street East being considered.
While there is no local transit service available in Grimsby, there are several other options. The
Town of Grimsby is serviced by multiple Taxi services companies and ride-sharing services such
as Uber and Lyft. However limited local transit and limited number of taxi and Uber driver
available, wait times can vary greatly. The Town offers a bus transportation service for the District
School Board of Niagara and the Niagara District School Board. Furthermore, the Canadian Red
Cross and Seniors Residence Buses offer programs which cater to the elderly, this is important as
the proposed development is located within proximity to several retirement facilities.
3.5

NIAGARA CONSERVATION AUTHORITY, ESCARPMENT FEATURE

The subject property is located within the Niagara Peninsula Conservation Authority’s Regulated
Area as it is located within and adjacent to several steep slopes associated with the Niagara
Escarpment. The proposed development’s relation to the regulated sloped area is discussed further
in this report and in the associated plans, studies and analysis included in the fulsome Zoning Bylaw Amendment application submission package.

314 Main Street East
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4.0

PROPOSAL OVERVIEW

The following section provides an overview of key development design details and statistics with
respect to the proposed development. Appendix B and Figure 3 of this Report illustrates the
proposed Draft Plan of Subdivision and a description and statistics are provided below.
4.1

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

Branthaven Terrace Drive Inc. is proposing to redevelop the subject lands with fifty-five (55)
residential dwellings, landscaped areas, new municipal roads, parking, and buffers. All the
residential units are freehold dwellings which will be accessed through newly created and extended
municipal roads.
The proposed development will be comprised of a variety of lot sizes and unit types. The westerly
portion of the proposed development, adjacent to the existing residential lots along Lawrence
Avenue, will be redeveloped with seventeen (17) single detached units with minimum lot frontages
of 13.7 meters (45 feet). Access to these lots will be provided from a newly created municipal road
(Street ‘A’ or Terrace Drive) which will extend and connect with the existing municipal roads,
Terrace Drive and Main Street East. Lot 1 will be provided special architectural treatments given
its frontage on Main Street East. A 3.0-meter acoustic buffer separating Lot 1 and Main Street East
is provided, along with the noise fence recommended in the Environmental Noise Feasibility Study
included with this application.
The proposed five (5) lots fronting on to Main Street East (Lots 51-55) will provide a minimum
lot frontage of 11.6 meters (38.0 feet) and will have vehicular access from the rear of the property
via a new municipal cul-de-sac (Street ‘C’). Providing the frontage of the dwellings towards Main
Street East and providing parking access through the rear of the lots will help maintain the existing
streetscape and character along Main Street East. Pedestrian access is provided from Main Street
East and from the existing sidewalk network.
The remaining units within the proposed development are comprised of lots with minimum
frontages of 11.0 meters (36 feet) and 12.2 meters (40 feet). These lots will be provided access
through the new municipal roads (Street ‘A’, Street ‘B’, Street ‘C’), and the existing municipal
road Vinifera Drive. Additionally, lots 18-24, 28, and 29 will back onto a 7.5-meter Natural
Heritage System buffer that will be provided along the southern limit of the proposed development.
Each lot will include landscaped areas for the residents and private owner parking provided
through the dwelling units driveways. The proposed development will have an overall density of
24.8 units per hectare (61.3 units per acre). The proposed development is illustrated on Figure 3 –
Plan of Subdivision:
Additional studies detailing the technical specifics of the proposed development are found in
Section 6.0 of this Report.
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4.1.1 STATISTICS
The Table below provides an overall summary of pertinent development statistics:
Proposed Draft Plan of Subdivision Statistics
Lot Type

Area (ha)

Area (ac)

Units

13.7m (45’) - Detached
12.2m (40’) – Detached
11.0m (36’) - Detached
11.6m (38’) – Detached
(Rear lane)
NHS Buffer
Acoustic Buffer
0.3m Reserve
20.0m Right-of-Way
Total

0.73
0.53
0.73
0.23

1.81
1.31
1.81
0.57

0.11
0.01
0.90
3.24

0.27
0.02
2.22
8.01

4.2

17
12
21
5

Density
(UPNHA)
23.3
22.6
28.8
21.7

Density
(UPNA)
57.6
55.8
71.2
53.6

55

24.8

61.28

ROADS AND ACCESS

The proposed development includes new municipal roads and sidewalks which will complete the
existing road network and provide connections to the existing adjacent residential neighbourhoods
and to Main Street East. All proposed municipal roads will have a Right of Way of 20 meters along
with sidewalks on either side of the street.
Primary access to the proposed development will be provided through a new municipal roadway
connecting to Main Street East, this road is referred to as ‘Street A’. Secondary access to the
proposed development will be provided through the extension of the existing municipal road
Riesling Street, herein referred to as ‘Street B’. Street A will connect the proposed development
to the adjacent residential neighborhoods by connecting to the existing roads Terrace Drive and
Riesling Street. Additionally, a cul-de-sac off Street A which will provide rear access to the
residential dwellings facing Main Street East, this road is referred to as ‘Street C’. The Traffic
Impact Study included with this application assess the suitability of the proposed road network.
A 9.0 metre wide access strip has been provided to maintain continuous access to the APO lot
from Terrace Drive. The access point will connect with Terrace Drive and extend southwards
towards the APO lot. This access is not part of the Plan of Subdivision.
4.3

PARKING

In accordance to the Town of Grimsby’s Zoning By-law, each single detached dwelling in the
proposed development will provide a double car driveway to accommodate private owner parking.
Access and individual parking to these units will be provided from the new and existing municipal
roads set as illustrated on the Plan of Subdivision.

314 Main Street East
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5.0

CONSISTENCY AND CONFORMITY WITH APPLICABLE LAND USE
POLICIES

The following section demonstrates how the existing Zoning By-law provisions applicable to the
subject lands are inconsistent with the PPS and fail to conform with the Growth Plan, Niagara
Escarpment Plan, Regional Plan and Town of Grimsby Official Plan. In doing so, this section
demonstrates how the proposed Zoning By-law Amendment achieves consistency with the PPS
and will bring the subject lands into conformity with the Niagara Escarpment Plan, Regional Plan
and Town of Grimsby Official Plan.
The Plan of Subdivision application is considered as part of the fulsome review for consistency
with the PPS and the test for conformity with the Niagara Escarpment Plan, Niagara Regional Plan
and Town of Grimsby Official Plan.
5.1

PROVINCIAL POLICY STATEMENT

As set out in the Provincial Policy Statement, 2014 (the “PPS”), Ontario’s long-term prosperity
depends on a coordinated approach to wisely managing change and promoting efficient
development patterns that result in strong, healthy and complete communities. This is achieved by
balancing environmental protection, public health and safety while creating economically
sustainable built environments (Section 1.0). In this regard, the PPS provides a high-level policy
foundation that promotes and enhances the concept of a complete community.
The PPS promotes efficient development patterns by directing growth to settlement areas and
discouraging the unnecessary and inefficient expansion of these areas, encouraging the effective
use of existing and planned infrastructure and by accommodating a range and mix of uses.
Specifically, the PPS includes the following policies:
1.1.1

Healthy, liveable and safe communities are sustained by:
a) promoting efficient development and land use patterns which sustain the
financial well-being of the Province and municipalities over the long term;
b) accommodating an appropriate range and mix of residential (including second
units, affordable housing and housing for older persons), employment
(including industrial and commercial), institutional (including places of
worship, cemeteries and long-term care homes), recreation, park and open
space, and other uses to meet long-term needs;
c) avoiding development and land use patterns which may cause environmental
or public health and safety concerns;
d) avoiding development and land use patterns that would prevent the efficient
expansion of settlement areas in those areas which are adjacent or close to
settlement areas;
e) promoting cost-effective development patterns and standards to minimize land
consumption and servicing costs;

314 Main Street East
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f) improving accessibility for persons with disabilities and older persons by
identifying, preventing and removing land use barriers which restrict their full
participation in society;
g) ensuring that necessary infrastructure, electricity generation facilities and
transmission and distribution systems, and public service facilities are or will
be available to meet current and projected needs; and
h) promoting development and land use patterns that conserve biodiversity and
consider the impacts of a changing climate.
The proposed development provides residential housing in a Settlement Area identified as a
location for residential growth by the Growth Plan, the Region of Niagara Official Plan and the
Town of Grimsby Official Plan. Through the planning and design process, consideration for the
efficient use of land, provision of a range of residential housing types, accessibility for a range of
life-stages, environmental stewardship and cost-effective development patterns have all been
incorporated into the proposed development. Existing infrastructure and services are available to
service the proposed development and natural areas are protected and maintained. The proposed
Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications are therefore consistent with the
overarching policies of Policy 1.1.1 of the PPS.
The PPS requires that a range of uses be made available through intensification and redevelopment
opportunities (Policy 1.1.2):
1.1.2

Within settlement areas, sufficient land shall be made available
through intensification and redevelopment and, if necessary, designated growth
areas.

The proposed development is located in a Settlement Area designated for residential
redevelopment. The addition of residential dwellings represents intensification and redevelopment
in area suitable for increased density given the existing services present and overarching land use
designations and the proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications
are therefore consistent with Policy 1.1.2 of the PPS.
Additionally, as required by Policy 1.1.3.1, Settlement Areas shall be the focus of growth and
development. Specifically, Policy 1.1.3.2 provides that:
1.1.3.2

Land use patterns within settlement areas shall be based on:
a) densities and a mix of land uses which:
1. efficiently use land and resources;
2. are appropriate for, and efficiently use, the infrastructure and
public service facilities which are planned or available, and avoid
the need for their unjustified and/or uneconomical expansion;
3. minimize negative impacts to air quality and climate change, and
promote energy efficiency;
4. support active transportation;
5. are transit-supportive, where transit is planned, exists or may be
developed; and

314 Main Street East
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6. are freight-supportive; and
b) a range of uses and opportunities for intensification and redevelopment
in accordance with the criteria in policy 1.1.3.3, where this can be
accommodated.
The proposed development will be connected to existing infrastructure, is nearby existing services,
has been planned to most efficiently use the land available, recognizes Main Street East as a bike
and walking path with connections to transit nearby and accommodates new residential housing.
The Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications are consistent with and
reinforces the polices relating to land use patterns in Settlement Areas.
Policy 1.1.3.3 and 1.1.3.4 provide criteria for identifying locations for redevelopment:
1.1.3.3

Planning authorities shall identify appropriate locations and promote
opportunities for intensification and redevelopment where this can be
accommodated taking into account existing building stock or areas,
including brownfield sites, and the availability of suitable existing or
planned infrastructure and public service facilities required to
accommodate projected needs.
Intensification and redevelopment shall be directed in accordance with the
policies of Section 2: Wise Use and Management of Resources and Section
3: Protecting Public Health and Safety.

1.1.3.4

Appropriate development standards should be promoted which facilitate
intensification, redevelopment and compact form, while avoiding or
mitigating risks to public health and safety.

The proposed development will redevelop the subject lands and will be supported by existing
public infrastructure and public service facilities. The proposed development has been designed
to be compact in form while also considering matters of compatibility, health and safety. Risks to
public health and safety have been assessed through the studies produced in support of the
proposed development including landscape design, architectural design, environmental and
engineering and servicing studies and analysis. It is our opinion that the proposed development is
consistent with the locational criteria for intensification and the proposed Zoning By-law
Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications are therefore consistent with the PPS policies
for creating efficient land use patterns within Settlement Areas.
The PPS provides that healthy, liveable and safe communities are sustained by accommodating a
range, mix and supply of residential housing types and uses that contribute to the stability and
affordability of housing. Policy 1.4 includes policy direction for the provision of housing in the
Province:
1.4.1

To provide for an appropriate range and mix of housing types and densities
required to meet projected requirements of current and future residents of
the regional market area, planning authorities shall:

314 Main Street East
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a) maintain at all times the ability to accommodate residential growth for
a minimum of 10 years through residential intensification and
redevelopment and, if necessary, lands which are designated and
available for residential development; and
b) maintain at all times where new development is to occur, land with
servicing capacity sufficient to provide at least a three-year supply of
residential units available through lands suitably zoned to facilitate
residential intensification and redevelopment, and land in draft
approved and registered plans.
The proposed development will facilitate the provision of new housing types, density and supply.
The analysis of existing and available servicing prepared by TMIG, and included with the fulsome
Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision application package, recommends that the
existing servicing capacity and servicing proposed will be able to supply the additional residential
units proposed. Therefore, the proposed development will utilize existing service capacity to
facilitate residential development on the subject property and the proposed Zoning By-law
Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications are therefore consistent with the residential
growth and servicing policies of the PPS.
The PPS encourages the provision of a variety of housing types through residential intensification
and redevelopment in locations where existing and planned infrastructure, including transit
infrastructure, can be utilized efficiently:
1.4.3

Planning authorities shall provide for an appropriate range and mix of
housing types and densities to meet projected requirements of current and
future residents of the regional market area by:
a) establishing and implementing minimum targets for the provision of
housing which is affordable to low and moderate income households.
However, where planning is conducted by an upper-tier municipality,
the upper-tier municipality in consultation with the lower-tier
municipalities may identify a higher target(s) which shall represent the
minimum target(s) for these lower-tier municipalities;
b) permitting and facilitating:
1. all forms of housing required to meet the social, health and
wellbeing requirements of current and future residents, including
special needs requirements; and
2. all forms of residential intensification, including second units, and
redevelopment in accordance with policy 1.1.3.3;
c) directing the development of new housing towards locations where
appropriate levels of infrastructure and public service facilities are or
will be available to support current and projected needs;
d) promoting densities for new housing which efficiently use land,
resources, infrastructure and public service facilities, and support the
use of active transportation and transit in areas where it exists or is to
be developed; and
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e) establishing development standards for residential intensification
redevelopment and new residential development which minimize the cost
of housing and facilitate compact form, while maintaining appropriate
levels of public health and safety.
The proposed unit mix contributes to the provision of a range housing types that can meet the
needs of current and future residents. As illustrated on the Landscape Plan, accessibility is
accommodated through the design of continuous pathways and the establishment of pedestrian
connections at major points of access and service. The proposed development delivers new
housing in a location with existing and available infrastructure and public service facilities on lands
designated by the Official Plan for residential uses. As noted above, the proposed development
also effectively utilizes existing community services, such as nearby parks (Vintners Lane Park
and Chardonnay Place), churches (Mountainview Christian Reformed Church) and community
centers (Niagara West YMCA). These services support the use of active transportation by being
located within walking distance of the proposed development. Additionally, the increased density
will help facilitate the feasibility of future bus services, promoting the use of future public
transportation networks. The proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision
applications are therefore consistent with Policy 1.4 of the PPS.
Policy 1.5 of the PPS contains policies to ensure that healthy, active communities and the creation
of effective and safe recreation opportunities are achieved:
1.5.1

Healthy, active communities should be promoted by:
a) planning public streets, spaces and facilities to be safe, meet the needs
of pedestrians, foster social interaction and facilitate active
transportation and community connectivity;
b) planning and providing for a full range and equitable distribution of
publicly-accessible built and natural settings for recreation, including
facilities, parklands, public spaces, open space areas, trails and
linkages, and, where practical, water-based resources;
c) providing opportunities for public access to shorelines; and
d) recognizing provincial parks, conservation reserves, and other
protected areas, and minimizing negative impacts on these areas.

The proposed development creates continuous access to the existing network of sidewalks, bike
trails and walkways located adjacent to the subject lands and nearby. New landscaped areas
surrounding the dwellings and on Main Street East will anchor and maintain the character of the
neighbourhood. The proposed development will produce opportunities for recreation and
interaction in the community by generating opportunities for residents to access existing
recreational services in the area conveniently and efficiently. Many shopping, supply and grocery
stores, parks and recreation centres are within 500 metres of the subject lands. The proposed
Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications therefore effectively incorporate
and are consistent with the healthy community policies of Policy 1.5 of the PPS.
Policy 1.6 of the PPS reiterates the importance of land use patterns, densities and mix of land uses
that support transit and active transportation uses:
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1.6.7.2

Efficient use shall be made of existing and planned infrastructure, including
through the use of transportation demand management strategies, where
feasible.

1.6.7.4

A land use pattern, density and mix of uses should be promoted that
minimize the length and number of vehicle trips and support current and
future use of transit and active transportation.

1.6.7.5

Transportation and land use considerations shall be integrated at all stages
of the planning process.

The proposed development is oriented towards Main Street East and completes the existing and
planned street network. The proposed development, to the extent possible, has been designed to
encourage the use of transit and active transportation by creating accessible and efficient access to
the existing sidewalks, bike routes and trail networks and by maintaining vehicular and pedestrian
access to Main Street East, a road contemplated for a new bus route. The proposed Zoning By-law
Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications are therefore consistent with Policy 1.6 of the
PPS.
Section 3.1 of the PPS generally discourages development within identified natural hazards where
there is a risk of flooding or erosion. The EIS included with this application asses the escarpment
slope and it’s potential erosion in this regard.
Based on the above analysis, it is our opinion that the proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and
Plan of Subdivision applications are consistent with the policies and overarching objectives of
the PPS.
5.2

GROWTH PLAN FOR THE GREATER GOLDEN HORSESHOE

The Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe, 2017 (the “Growth Plan”) is a long-term plan
intended to manage growth through building complete communities, curbing sprawl and protecting
the natural environment. The subject lands are located within an identified Built-Up Area and
within the Town of Grimsby’s Built Boundary. The Growth Plan policies relevant to the proposed
development include Policy 2.2.1 - Managing Growth, Policy 2.2.2 - Delineated Built-up Areas,
and Policy - 2.2.6 Housing, among others.
With respect to the management and accommodation of new growth, Policy 2.2.1 - Managing
Growth provides that:
Policy 2.2.1.2 Forecasted growth to the horizon of this Plan will be allocated based on
the following:
a) the vast majority of growth will be directed to settlement areas that:
i. have a delineated built boundary;
ii. have existing or planned municipal water and wastewater systems; and
iii. can support the achievement of complete communities;
b) growth will be limited in settlement areas that:
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i. are undelineated built-up areas;
ii. are not serviced by existing or planned municipal water and wastewater
systems; or
iii. are in the Greenbelt Area;
c) within settlement areas, growth will be focused in:
i. delineated built-up areas;
ii. strategic growth areas;
iii. locations with existing or planned transit, with a priority on higher order
transit where it exists or is planned; and
iv. areas with existing or planned public service facilities;
d) development will be directed to settlement areas, except where the policies of
this Plan permit otherwise;
e) development will be generally directed away from hazardous lands; and
f) the establishment of new settlement areas is prohibited.
The subject lands are located within the boundaries of the Built-up Area of the Town of Grimsby
and municipal infrastructure is available to service the new housing proposed. The proposed
development will accommodate residential development in an identified Urban Settlement Area
that is compatible with the surrounding area. Public service facilities exist and transit service is
expanding and contemplated on Main Street East. The proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and
Plan of Subdivision applications conform with the locational criteria for new growth within the
Growth Plan.
With respect to the establishment of complete communities, Policy 2.2.1 (4) Managing Growth
provides that:
4. Applying the policies of this Plan will support the achievement of complete communities
that:
a) feature a diverse mix of land uses, including residential and employment uses, and
convenient access to local stores, services, and public service facilities;
b) improve social equity and overall quality of life, including human health, for
people of all ages, abilities, and incomes;
c) provide a diverse range and mix of housing options, including second units and
affordable housing, to accommodate people at all stages of life, and to accommodate
the needs of all household sizes and incomes;
d) expand convenient access to:
i. a range of transportation options, including options for the safe,
comfortable and convenient use of active transportation;
ii. public service facilities, co-located and integrated in community hubs;
iii. an appropriate supply of safe, publicly-accessible open spaces, parks,
trails, and other recreational facilities; and
iv. healthy, local, and affordable food options, including through urban
agriculture;
e) ensure the development of high quality compact built form, an attractive and
vibrant public realm, including public open spaces, through site design and urban
design standards;
f) mitigate and adapt to climate change impacts, build resilience, reduce
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greenhouse gas emissions, and contribute towards the achievement of low-carbon
communities; and
g) integrate green infrastructure and low impact development.
The proposed development contributes to the diverse mix of land uses in the area and generates
new forms and tenures of housing stock to an already established and well-serviced
neighbourhood. The subject lands are serviced by linkages to regional bus transportation and active
transportation options including biking and walking routes along existing streets and on dedicated
pathways. Currently, GO Transit operates bus service along the QEW with stops in Grimsby, at
Casablanca Street, and in Lincoln, west of the subject lands, at Ontario Street and the QEW. Local
bus viability is currently being assessed by the Town of Grimsby with bus service along Main
Street East being considered and a new GO train station has been approved for the corner of
Casablanca Boulevard and the South Service Road. Matters of compatibility, sizes lots and
architectural design of the houses proposed are considered in the Urban Design Brief and through
a careful selection of materials and treatments. As demonstrated in the Environmental Impact
Study prepared by Beacon Environmental areas identified as being environmentally significant
will not experience any negative impacts provided the recommended mitigation is implemented.
Green infrastructure and low impact development will be considered further at the detailed design
stage. The proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications therefore
conform with the complete communities policies of the Growth Plan.
Policy 2.2.2 (1) Delineated Built-up Areas, establishes the required target for development within
delineated built-up areas:
1. By the year 2031, and for each year thereafter, a minimum of 60 per cent of all
residential development occurring annually within each upper- or single-tier
municipality will be within the delineated built-up area.
The proposed development conforms to this objective by contributing to the achievement of
minimum intensification targets set by the Province. Furthermore, the proposed development
conforms to this objective by intensifying an existing property within the delineated built-up area
and as such the proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications
conform with this policy.
Furthermore, Policy 2.2.2 (4) provides that:
4. All municipalities will develop a strategy to achieve the minimum intensification
target and intensification throughout delineated built-up areas, which will:
a) encourage intensification generally to achieve the desired urban structure;
b) identify the appropriate type and scale of development and transition of built
form to adjacent areas;
c) identify strategic growth areas to support achievement of the intensification
target and recognize them as a key focus for development;
d) ensure lands are zoned and development is designed in a manner that supports
the achievement of complete communities;
e) prioritize planning and investment in infrastructure and public service
facilities that will support intensification; and
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f) be implemented through official plan policies and designations, updated zoning
and other supporting documents.
The proposed development conforms to above noted municipal intensification policies by
contributing to intensification targets set by the Province while facilitating the creation of complete
communities, built form, scale and transition to adjacent areas through compact and inclusive and
overarching urban design practices demonstrated in the Urban Design Brief included with this
application.
The Growth Plan contains policies relevant to the provision of housing as it relates to achieving
growth targets and the provision of a range and mix of housing types to diversify the types of
housing across the region. Policy 2.2.6 (2) includes:
“2. Notwithstanding policy 1.4.1 of the PPS, 2014, in preparing a housing strategy in
accordance with policy 2.2.6.1, municipalities will support the achievement of complete
communities by:
a) planning to accommodate forecasted growth to the horizon of this Plan;
b) planning to achieve the minimum intensification and density targets in this
Plan;
c) considering the range and mix of housing options and densities of the existing
housing stock; and
d) planning to diversify their overall housing stock across the municipality.”
3. To support the achievement of complete communities, municipalities will consider the
use of available tools to require that multi-unit residential developments incorporate a
mix of unit sizes to accommodate a diverse range of household sizes and incomes.”
The proposed development contemplates redevelopment in a location identified for residential
development, growth and infill redevelopment. The proposed mix of dwelling sizes diversifies the
housing stock and will provide dwellings of various sizes for people of varying life stages. Existing
employment opportunities and businesses, services, active transportation and recreation
opportunities in the area support the additional housing proposed and demonstrate the subject lands
ability to provide continued services to support the population. Existing Regional bus service
located east and west of the subject lands and future transit initiatives further support
redevelopment in this location. As such, the proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of
Subdivision applications conform to the requirements for new housing provided by the Growth
Plan.
It is our opinion that the proposed development conforms to the policies of the Growth Plan as it
represents residential infill redevelopment in a delineated built-up area where infrastructure and
public service facilities and future transit can readily accommodate redevelopment. The proposed
Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications therefore conform with the
policies of the Growth Plan and contribute to the creation of complete communities.
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5.3

NIAGARA ESCARPMENT PLAN

The Niagara Escarpment Plan (the “NEP”) builds upon the policy foundation provided by the PPS
and includes land use planning policies for the maintenance of the Niagara Escarpment feature,
land in its vicinity and to ensure that development only occurs that is compatible with that natural
environment.
The subject property is entirely within NEP plan area and is designated “Escarpment Natural Area”
“Escarpment Protection Area.” The subject lands are within the NEP plan area and are designated
“Urban Area” (see Figure 4).
5.3.1 NEP – APO Lot
A Development Permit application has been filed with the NEC to facilitate the creation of a new
agricultural lot, being the APO lot, as referred to in this Report, over the subject property. No
development is proposed on the APO lot and areas within the Natural Escarpment Area and
Escarpment Protection Area designations. Through the application for a Development Permit and
by including the associated Agricultural Viability Assessment with the NEC Permit application,
the continued agricultural functionality of the APO lot has been demonstrated and will be assessed
by the NEC’s permit review process. As the subject lands are adjacent to the future APO lot, areas
within the Escarpment Natural Area and Escarpment Protection Area, consideration is had for the
overall development of the subject property. An analysis of relevant policies is provided below.
The APO lot is designated Escarpment Natural Area and Escarpment Protection Area. The
Escarpment Natural Area consists of “[e]scarpment features that are in a relatively natural state
and associated valleylands, wetlands and woodlands that are relatively undisturbed” (Section 1.3
of Niagara Escarpment Plan). This is the most restrictive land use designation in the Niagara
Escarpment Plan and policy directives in the Niagara Escarpment Plan aim to maintain these
important natural areas. Sections 1.3.3.1 and 1.3.3.12 limit the permitted uses in this designation
to include existing agricultural operations, existing on-farm diversified uses and the Bruce Trail
corridor, including pedestrian footpaths, trail related construction, overnight rest areas and Bruce
Trail Access points.
Section 1.3.1 of the Niagara Escarpment Plan’s objectives for “Escarpment Natural Area” include
the following:
1.3.1.1

To recognize, protect and where possible enhance the natural heritage and
hydrological systems associated with the Niagara Escarpment Plan area.

1.3.1.2

To protect the most natural Escarpment features, valleylands, wetlands and
related significant natural areas.

1.3.1.3

To conserve cultural heritage resources, including features and areas of
interest to First Nations and Métis communities.

1.3.1.4

To encourage compatible recreation, conservation and educational
activities.
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1.3.1.5

To maintain and enhance the scenic resources and open landscape
character of the Escarpment.

Furthermore, Policy 1.3.3 Permitted Uses, provides that existing agricultural uses are permitted.
The proposed development contributes to the preservation of the natural features located on the
subject property by leaving the Escarpment Natural Areas undeveloped. By maintaining the natural
heritage of the Escarpment Natural Areas existing on the entirely of the APO lot, recreational
access to the Bruce Trail is maintained and the scenic character and landscape of the Escarpment
are undisturbed in these areas. Access is maintained through the provision of a 9.0 wide access
point from the future extension of Terrace Drive. Therefore, the proposed Zoning By-law
Amendment conforms to the Escarpment Natural Area policies of the NEP.
The Escarpment Protection Area features and designation are areas recognized for “their visual
prominence and their environmental significance, including increased resilience to climate
change through the provision of essential ecosystem services. They are often more visually
prominent than Escarpment Natural Areas. Included in this designation are Escarpment Related
Landforms and natural heritage and hydrologic features that have been significantly modified by
land use activities, such as agriculture or residential development, as well as lands needed to
buffer Escarpment Natural Areas and natural areas of regional significance. The policies aim to
protect and enhance natural and hydrologic features and the open landscape character of the
Escarpment and lands in its vicinity.” Sections 1.4.3.1, 1.4.3.2, 1.4.3.3, and 1.4.3.16 limit the
permitted uses in this designation to include agricultural uses, agricultural-related uses and onfarm diversified uses, in prime agricultural areas, existing uses, and the Bruce Trail corridor,
including pedestrian footpaths, trail related construction, overnight rest areas and Bruce Trail
Access points.
Section 1.4.1 of the Niagara Escarpment Plan’s objectives for Escarpment Natural Area include
the following:
1.4.1.1

To maintain and enhance the scenic resources and open landscape
character of the Escarpment.

1.4.1.2

To provide a buffer to prominent Escarpment features.

1.4.1.3

To recognize, protect and where possible enhance the natural heritage
system associated with the Niagara Escarpment Plan area and protect
natural areas of regional significance.

1.4.1.4

To conserve cultural heritage resources, including features and areas of
interest to First Nation and Métis communities.

1.4.1.5

To encourage forest management, compatible recreation, conservation and
educational activities.

1.4.1.6

To encourage agriculture and protect agricultural lands and prime
agricultural areas.
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The NEC Permit will ensure the proposed development will conform to the protection and
conservation objectives of the Niagara Escarpment’s Plan over the future APO lot. Furthermore,
the NEC Permit application will ensure there will be no residential development within the
Escarpment Natural and Escarpment Protection Areas land use designations and no residential
development is proposed in these areas through the Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of
Subdivision applications. Additionally, the proposed development supports the maintenance of
the Escarpment Natural Area’s by providing a 7.5-meter buffer separating the future APO lot from
the proposed development and by providing a 9.0 metre access from Terrace Drive. The proposed
Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications are for the subject lands only
and conform with the Escarpment Protection Area policies of the NEP.
With respect to the creation of new lots within the NEP, Policy 1.4.4 provides that:
New lots may be created, subject to conformity with the provisions of this section, the
applicable policies in Part 2, Development Criteria, and official plans and, where
applicable, zoning by-laws that are not in conflict with the Niagara Escarpment Plan.
1.4.4.1

A lot may be created by severing one original township lot or original
township half lot, from another original township lot or original township
half lot, provided there have been no previous lots severed from one of the
affected original township lots or original township half lots. Such
severances shall only occur along the original township lot line.

1.4.4.2

Notwithstanding Part 1.4.4.1, provided no new building lot(s) is created, a
severance may be permitted: for the purpose of correcting conveyances,
provided the correction does not include the re-creation of merged lots;
a. for the purpose of correcting conveyances, provided the correction
does not include the regarding-creation of merged lots;
b. for the purpose of enlarging existing lots;
c. as part of, or following, the acquisition of lands by a public body;
or
d. as part of, or following, the acquisition of lands by an approved
conservation organization for the purpose of establishing a nature
preserve.

1.4.4.3

New lots may be created for agricultural uses, provided both the severed
and remnant lots are of sufficient size to remain useful for agricultural
purposes, and such lots are not less than 16 hectares in a specialty crop
area or 40 hectares in any other prime agricultural area. These new lots
shall only be permitted in municipalities where the official plan has
identified specialty crop areas and/or prime agricultural areas.

1.4.4.4

New lots may be created for agriculture-related uses, provided that any new
lot is limited to the minimum size needed to accommodate the use. A lot
created for an agriculture-related use shall not be used for residential
purposes.
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The application for an NEC Permit demonstrates the viability of severing and maintaining the APO
lot for agricultural purposes. The Agricultural Viability Assessment and current agricultural use
(corn farming) further support this objective. The proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan
of Subdivision applications consider redevelopment on only those lands designated Urban Area
that are outside of the agricultural area. The application for lot creation before the NEC is required
to facilitate the redevelopment of the Urban Area (the subject lands) and the maintenance of the
APO lot for agricultural purposes. The proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of
Subdivision applications therefore conform with the Lot Creation policies of the NEP.
5.3.2 NEP – Subject Lands
The subject lands are designated “Urban Area” by the NEP and policies are provided in Section
1.7 of the NEP. This designation identifies Urban Areas in which the Escarpment and closely
related lands are nearby and seeks to minimize the impact and prevent further encroachments of
urban growth on the Escarpment environment. Conformity with Part 2 – Development Criteria is
required to be demonstrated to ensure that any proposed Zoning By-law Amendment is not in
conflict with the NEP and is discussed further in the next sections of this Report.
The following development objectives outline development criteria for the Urban Area of the
NEP Plan:
1.7.5.1

All development shall be of an urban design compatible with the scenic
resources of the Escarpment. Where appropriate, provision for maximum
heights, adequate setbacks and screening are required to minimize the
visual impact of urban development.

1.7.5.2

Development within Urban Areas should encourage reduced energy
consumption, improved air quality, reduced greenhouse gas emissions
(consistent with provincial reduction targets to 2030 and 2050) and work
towards the long-term goal of low-carbon communities, including net-zero
communities and increased resilience to climate change, including through
maximizing opportunities for the use of green infrastructure and
appropriate low impact development.

1.7.5.3

The co-location of compatible public services should be promoted to
address local community needs in convenient locations that are accessible
by walking, cycling and public transit, where available.

1.7.5.4

Development within Urban Areas shall not encroach into Escarpment
Natural, Escarpment Protection, Escarpment Rural or Mineral Resource
Extraction Areas.

1.7.5.5

New lots within Urban Areas shall not be created if such lots encroach into
Escarpment Natural, Escarpment Protection, Escarpment Rural or Mineral
Resource Extraction Areas adjacent to the Urban Area.
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1.7.5.6

Lots within the Urban Area shall not be enlarged to encroach into the
Escarpment Natural, Escarpment Protection, Escarpment Rural or Mineral
Resource Extraction Areas in order to provide more area for development.

1.7.5.7

Notwithstanding Objectives 5 and 6 above, new lots may include
Escarpment Natural, Escarpment Protection, Escarpment Rural or Mineral
Resource Extraction Areas designation under the following circumstances:
a. correcting conveyances;
b. where the land has, or is to be, acquired by a public body or an
approved conservation organization; or
c. enlarging existing lots provided that no further fragmentation of the
Escarpment Natural, Escarpment Protection, Escarpment Rural or
Mineral Resource Extraction Areas adjacent to the Urban Area
would result and there is sufficient area in the Urban Area to
accommodate development.

1.7.5.8

Adequate public access to the Escarpment should be provided by such
means as parking areas, walkways or pedestrian trails (e.g., the Bruce
Trail).

1.7.5.9

Growth and development in Urban Areas shall be compatible with and
provide for:
a. the protection of natural heritage features and functions;
b. the protection of hydrologic features and functions;
c. the protection of agricultural lands, including prime agricultural
areas;
d. the conservation of cultural heritage resources, including features
of interest to First Nation and Métis communities;
e. considerations for reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and
improved resilience to the impacts of a changing climate;
f. sustainable use of water resources for ecological and servicing
needs; and
g. compliance with the targets, criteria and recommendations of
applicable water, wastewater and stormwater master plans,
approved watershed planning and/or subwatershed plan in land use
planning.

Residential development is proposed solely within the lands designated Urban Area and buffers
and access have been provided to and from the Escarpment feature. No encroachments to the
Escarpment Natural and Escarpment Protection Areas are proposed. The proposed dwellings are
approximately two storeys and the Escarpment can still be viewed from Main Street East.
Community services are within 500 metres of the subject lands and access through the Bruce Trail
at the rear of the subject property is maintained. The proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and
Plan of Subdivision applications therefore conform with the development criteria for lands
designated Urban Area within the NEP.
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As noted above, the following policies of section 2 – Development Criteria are to be applied to all
development within the NEP. As stated by the NEP “the development criteria will also be used as
minimum standards for assessing the conformity of local official plans, secondary plans and,
where applicable, zoning by-laws and for administering site-plan control approvals. If an official
plan, secondary plan, zoning by-law, or other planning approval is silent on one or more
development criteria included in this Plan, the development criteria of this Plan still apply.” As
such, conformity with the Development Criteria polices of the NEP are discussed in this section
of the Report.
Section 2.2 provides that the following development criteria’s objective is to permit reasonable
enjoyment by the owners of all lots that can sustain development and the criteria is provided as
follows:
2.2.1

The Escarpment environment shall be protected, restored and where
possible enhanced for the long term having regard to single, multiple or
successive development that have occurred or are likely to occur.

2.2.2

The site shall not be prone to natural hazards, and the development will not
impact the control of these natural hazards including flooding hazards,
erosion hazards, or other water-related hazards and hazard events
associated with unstable soil or unstable bedrock.

2.2.3

Development is permitted only on an existing lot of record.

2.2.4

A property listed as a nature preserve in Appendix 4 of this Plan, acquired
by an approved conservation organization, shall not be used as a building
lot or for any other purpose inconsistent with the maintenance and
protection of the natural features

2.2.5

Where a lot is located in more than one designation, development shall be
located on that portion of the lot located in the least restrictive designation,
except where the impact of development on the Escarpment environment
would be reduced by locating the development on a portion of the lot located
in a more restrictive designation.

2.2.6

Any development permitted should be designed and located in such a
manner as to promote design and orientation that:
a. maximizes energy efficiency and conservation and considers the
mitigating effects of vegetation;
b. maximizes opportunities for the use of renewable energy systems
and alternative energy systems; and
c. reduces greenhouse gas emissions so that the development is
contributing to the goal of low-carbon communities and net-zero
communities in Minor Urban Centres, Urban Areas, and
Escarpment Recreation Areas.
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2.2.7

Only one single dwelling is permitted on each existing lot of record in the
Escarpment Natural, Escarpment Protection and Escarpment Rural Area
designations, unless a second single dwelling is, in the opinion of the
implementing authority, the only viable way to conserve the heritage
attributes of an existing single dwelling; and
a. the existing single dwelling is a heritage attribute and is subject to
a heritage conservation easement agreement;
b. this existing single dwelling is the only single dwelling located on
the lot;
c. the second single dwelling is located on the same existing lot of
record as the existing single dwelling to be preserved;
d. the second single dwelling is not located within the Escarpment
Natural Area unless the implementing authority has determined
that there is no other less restrictive designation within which the
new dwelling can be sited; and
e. municipal official plan policies and standards are met (e.g., lot
size).

2.2.8

Development permitted should be designed and located in such a manner
as to provide for or protect access to the Niagara Escarpment, including
the Bruce Trail corridor.

No development is proposed on the Escarpment Protection or Natural Features and the area is
maintained and will ultimately be used for agricultural purposes only. Engineering studies and
plans produced by TMIG demonstrate the suitability of the proposed development and related
hazards. Access to the Bruce Trail is maintained and continuity through the portion of the subject
property accommodating the Bruce Trail is unimpeded. The Zoning By-law Amendment proposes
development in the least restrictive Urban Area designation of the NEP permitted for development.
Environmental matters are addressed in the EIS included with this application. It is our opinion
the that proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications conform with
the Development Criteria policies of the NEP.
Section 2.5 provides that development proposals adjacent to steep slopes and ravines must strive
to achieve compatibility with the Escarpment environment to avoid unsafe conditions. The EIS
included with this application reviews the appropriateness of the proposed development in context
of Section 2.5 of the NEP.
Based on the above analysis and in conjunction with the Environmental Impact Study, Functional
Servicing Report and Agricultural Viability Assessment, it is our opinion the that the proposed
Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications conform with the NEP and the
associated criteria for development on lands with the NEP area.
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5.4

NIAGARA PENINSULA CONSERVATION AUTHORITY

The Niagara Peninsula Conservation Authority (NPCA) regulates a portion of the APO lot and defines it
as Escarpment Slope. The subject property is not identified as within the NPCA regulation limits. The
escarpment slope to the south of the subject property is however identified as being within the NPCA Permit
Review Area. As such, the proposed development is subject to NEC review.

5.5

NIAGARA REGION OFFICIAL PLAN

The Niagara Region’s Official Plan, Imagine Niagara or the “Regional Plan,” sets out the broad,
overarching objectives and land use categories for twelve municipalities within the Region. The
Region is responsible for the review of municipal Zoning By-laws and amendments in conjunction
with the Town of Grimsby.
As illustrated on Figure 5 of this Report, Schedule A – Regional Structure, the subject lands are
designated “Built-up Area,” “Urban Boundary” and “Greenbelt Plan Area.” The APO lot is located
within the Niagara Escarpment Plan Area and the Greenbelt Plan Area.
The Regional Plan primarily directs growth to intensify in urban areas and within the built
boundaries of the municipalities in the Region, specifically:
Objective 4.A.1.1

Direct the majority of growth and development to Niagara’s existing
Urban Areas.

Objective 4.A.1.2

Direct a significant of Niagara’s future growth to the Built-up Area
through intensification.

The subject lands are located is within the Town of Grimsby’s Urban Area and Built-up Area. The
proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications conform with the
locational criteria for growth and intensification in the Regional Plan.
When development is to occur, the Regional Plan requires that:
Objective 4.A.1.6

Objective 4.A.1.7

Build compact, mixed use, transit supportive, active transportation
friendly communities in the Built-up Area and in Designated
Greenfield Areas.
Reduce dependence on the automobile through the development of
compact, mixed use, transit supportive, active transportation
friendly urban environments.

The subject lands are designated for low density residential uses in the Town of Grimsby Official
Plan and the proposed development provides for an urban environment that accommodates future
transit and existing active transportation networks. Through the gradual improvement in transit
service planned along Main Street East, the subject lands will be transit supportive in that access
to future bus routes and higher-order transit including inter-regional GO service will be available
to service the subject lands. The completed street network and existing sidewalk, trail and bike
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FIGURE 5
314 Main Street East, Town of Grimsby

SCHEDULE A - REGIONAL
STRUCTURE

MAIN STREET EAST

Subject Lands (Subject to Draft Plan of Subdivision)
Additional Lands Owned by Applicant
(APO Lot - not part of Draft Plan of Subdivision)

Scale NTS
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network will continue to service the subject lands until such time that that transit improvements
are complete.
The proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications conform with the
Regional Plan by adhering to the Town of Grimsby’s Official Plan designation of Low Density
Residential and accommodates and conforms to the policies of the Regional Plan concerning
transit supportive development and reducing dependence on the automobile as considered above
and in the context of planned future transit expansion.
The Region provides that growth be planned to efficiently use existing services:
Objective 4.A.1.12

Direct growth in a manner that promotes the efficient use of existing
municipal sewage and water services.

The proposed development will be connected to existing municipal sewage and water services and
therefore conforms to this policy.
The Region is required to track intensification to ensure residential intensification targets are met.
Municipalities within Regional jurisdiction are assigned specific targets with the Town of Grimsby
required to accommodate 80% of total annual development for residential intensification.
Policy 4.C.4.2

Municipality
Grimsby

Local municipalities will develop their own residential
intensification targets and strategies, which may equal or exceed
these minimum standards, and incorporate the targets into their
official plans.
Residential
Intensification
Target
(percent of total annual development)
80%

The proposed development will contribute to this objective as the subject lands are located within
the existing Built-up Area and can accommodate residential intensification.
The following Urban Areas policies apply to the subject lands:
4.G.7 Urban Areas
Policy 4.G.7.1

Urban Areas are defined on Schedule A and are designated in local
official plans. Urban Areas have municipally provided services,
including water and sewage services.

Policy 4.G.7.2

Urban Areas will be the focus of the Region’s long term growth and
development.

The subject lands have access to municipally provided services including water and sewage
services and are an area intended to accommodate growth and development for the long term.
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4.G.8 Built-up Areas
Policy 4.G.8.1

Built-up Areas are lands located within Urban Areas which have
been identified by the Ministry of Infrastructure (formerly the
Ministry of Public Infrastructure Renewal). Built-up Areas will be
the focus of residential and employment intensification and
redevelopment within the Region over the long term.

The residential homes proposed are located in the Urban Area and within the Built-up Area and
therefore the proposed Zoning By-law Amendment conforms with the Regional Plan’s policies
noted above.
As shown on Figure 6, the APO lot is designated “Unique Agricultural Area” by the Regional
Plan. This designation encompasses specialty crop areas within the Region. Section 5.B.8 of the
Regional Plan provides for minimum lot sizes for agricultural lots. The APO lot is 18.79 acres in
size, which conforms to the minimum lot area regulation and will be used for agricultural purposes
only through the NEC Permit and future consent and minor variance applications to the Town of
Grimsby. The characteristics of the Unique Agricultural Area are assessed as part of the
Agricultural Viability Assessment included with this application and submitted with the NEC
Permit.
Chapter 7A of the Regional Plan details this Healthy Landscape concept. This portion of the Plan
contains policies that deal specifically with water resources, air quality and climate change, natural
communities, land resources, and natural hazards. The following Regional policies within Chapter
7A apply to the subject property:
Policy 7.A.6.5

a) A minimum setback of 7.5 m from the stable top of the valley
slope, as identified by the Conservation Authority, shall be required
for all … for site alterations.

A setback of 7.5 metres has been applied to the proposed development and is illustrated on the
Draft Plan of Subdivision (see Appendix B). A geotechnical report has also been prepared in
support of this application.
Figure 7 of this Report illustrates the Core Natural Heritage features on the subject property. The
Core Natural Heritage System section of the Regional Plan primarily aims protect, maintain and
enhance the Natural Heritage and Water Resource Systems within the Greenbelt Plan Area,
specifically. A portion of the subject property that bisects the proposed development from the APO
lot is designated “Environmental Conservation Area,” while the location of key hydrologic
features located on the subject property are identified as “Fish Habitat.”
The following policies apply to these designations:
Objective 7.B.1
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314 Main Street East, Town of Grimsby

SCHEDULE B - AGRICULTURAL
LAND BASE

Subject Lands (Subject to Draft Plan of Subdivision)
Additional Lands Owned by Applicant
(APO Lot - not part of Draft Plan of Subdivision)
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FIGURE 7
314 Main Street East, Town of Grimsby

SCHEDULE C - CORE NATURAL
HERITAGE

MAIN STREET EAST

Subject Lands (Subject to Draft Plan of Subdivision)
Additional Lands Owned by Applicant
(APO Lot - not part of Draft Plan of Subdivision)
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Objective 7.B.2

To recognize the linkages among natural heritage features and
ground and surface water resources.

Policy 7.B.1.4

Environmental Conservation Areas include significant woodlands;
significant wildlife habitat; significant habitat of species of concern;
regionally significant Life Science ANSIs; other evaluated wetlands;
significant valleylands; savannahs and tallgrass prairies; and
alvars; and publicly owned conservation lands.

Policy 7.B.1.6

Key hydrologic features include permanent and intermittent
streams, lakes and their littoral zones, seepage areas, springs and
wetlands. When key hydrologic features are identified through
watershed or other studies the Region will consider an amendment
to this Plan to show those features on a Schedule. In the interim,
within the Greenbelt Area, if potentially permitted development is
proposed in an area within the Unique Agricultural Areas where key
hydrologic features have not been identified, the applicant may be
required to identify the hydrologic features on the site of the
proposed development as well as within 120 meters of the site
boundary

Policy 7.B.1.8

Where, through the review of a planning application, it is found that
there are important environmental features or functions that have
not been adequately evaluated, the applicant shall have an
evaluation prepared by a qualified biologist in consultation with the
Region, the local municipality and, where appropriate, the Ministry
of Natural Resources and the Niagara Peninsula Conservation
Authority. If the evaluation finds one or more natural heritage
features meeting the criteria for identification as Core Natural
Heritage System components the appropriate Core Natural
Heritage System policies shall apply.

Policy 7.B.1.11

Development and site alteration may be permitted without an
amendment to this Plan:
a. In Environmental Conservation Areas; and
b. On adjacent lands to Environmental Protection and
Environmental Conservation Areas as set out in Table 71 except for those lands within vegetation protection
zones associated with Environmental Protection Areas
in the Greenbelt Natural Heritage System.

Policy 7.B.1.4

Environmental Conservation Areas include significant woodlands;
significant wildlife habitat; significant habitat of species of concern;
regionally significant Life Science ANSIs; other evaluated wetlands;
significant valleylands; savannahs and tallgrass prairies; and
alvars; and publicly owned conservation lands.
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Policy 7.B.1.15

Within Fish Habitat as identified on Schedule C, or adjacent lands
as specified in Table 7-1, development and site alteration may be
permitted if it will result in no net loss of the productive capacity of
fish habitat as determined by the Department of Fisheries and
Oceans or its designate. The proponent shall be required to prepare
an Environmental Impact Study (EIS) to the satisfaction of the
Department of Fisheries and Oceans, or its designate, in
accordance with Policies 7.B.2.1 to 7.B.2.5.

7.B.1.18

Where development or site alteration is approved in or adjacent to
the Core Natural Heritage System new lots thus created shall not
extend into either the area to be retained in a natural state as part
of the Core Natural Heritage System or the buffer zone identified
through an Environmental Impact Study prepared in accordance
with Policies 7.B.2.1 to 7.B.2.5. The lands to be retained in a natural
state and the adjacent buffer zone shall be maintained as a single
block and zoned to protect their natural features and ecological
functions. The Region shall encourage the local municipalities, the
Conservation Authority and other appropriate public and private
conservation organizations to assume ownership of these lands.

The proposed development is located within the designated Urban Area in the Regional Official
Plan. There will be no development occurring within any features located within Schedule C –
Core Natural Heritage of the Regions Official Plan and a 7.5 metre buffer has been applied.
Furthermore, the Environmental Impact Assessment conducted by Beacon Environmental assesses
the environmental features on adjacent areas and their impact on the subject lands and finds that
“…potential impacts to the adjacent natural features and functions can be avoided and/or reduced
through implementation of appropriate buffers and design.” (EIS, Beacon Environmental pp.1)
Therefore, it is our opinion that the Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision
applications conform to the criteria set out in the Core Natural Heritage section of the Regions
Official Plan.
As illustrated on Figure 8, the subject lands are adjacent to a regional bicycle network on Main
Street East. The bicycle network facilitates active transportation and is a key area of the overall
network providing access to different areas of the Region. The proposed development does not
interfere with this network and provides connections to it via the proposed completion of the road
network.
Based on the above analysis, the entirely of the subject lands, and those subject to the Zoning Bylaw Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications, are within the Urban Area and Built-up
Area and an amendment to the Regional Plan is not required. The APO lot is to be maintained for
agricultural purposes only and conforms with the Unique Agricultural Area designation of the
Regional Plan. The Core Natural Heritage System section of the Regional Plan primarily aims to
protect, maintain and enhance the Natural Heritage and Water Resource Systems within the NEP
and is addressed in the EIS. The proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision
applications therefore conform with the policies of the Regional Plan.
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FIGURE 8
314 Main Street East, Town of Grimsby

SCHEDULE E - NIAGARA
REGIONAL BICYCLE NETWORK

Subject Lands (Subject to Draft Plan of Subdivision)
Additional Lands Owned by Applicant
(APO Lot - not part of Draft Plan of Subdivision)
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5.6

TOWN OF GRIMSBY OFFICIAL PLAN

The Town of Grimsby Official Plan (the “Official Plan”) implements the policies of the Province,
Greenbelt Plan, NEP and the Regional Plan while providing guidance with respect to the use of
land, land use designations and the character of the Town of Grimsby (Section 1.1). This section
of the Report demonstrates the proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision
applications conformity with the policies relevant to the redevelopment of the subject lands and
the maintenance and protection of adjacent Escarpment feature.
5.6.1 LAND USE DESIGNATIONS
As illustrated on Figure 9 of this Report, the subject lands are designated “Urban Area” and are
located within the “Built Boundary” of Town of Grimsby’s Schedule A – Municipal Structure.
Schedule B – Land Use identifies the future APO lot to be situated within the “Greenbelt Plan
Area Boundary” and designates this area “Escarpment Natural Area” and “Escarpment Protection
Area” (see Figure 10). The subject lands are within the “Urban Settlement Area” and are
designated “Low Density Residential Area” (see Figure 11). Schedule B-2 – Land Use – Urban
Settlement Area (East) designates the subject lands “Low Density Residential Area,” and
designates the future APO lot “Escarpment Natural Area” and “Escarpment Protection Area” (see
Figure 11). Schedule C – Transportation & Trails designates Main Street “Regional Arterial” and
“Bike Routes. Riesling Street, a designated “Local Road” abuts the subject property to the east
(see Figure 12).
Key Natural Heritage Features & Key Hydrological Features (Appendix 1 of the Official Plan)
with the Greenbelt Plan Area designates the future APO lot as “Greenbelt Plan Area – Protected
Countryside” and the subject lands to be within the “Urban Settlement Area Boundary.” Appendix
Natural Features (Appendix 2 of the Official Plan) identifies the future APO lot to be within the
“Niagara Escarpment Plan Boundary” and designates a portion of the subject property “Significant
Woodland” and “Other Life ANSI.” Matters of environmental consideration, where applicable to
the subject lands and proposed development, are considered in the EIS.
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FIGURE 9
314 Main Street East, Town of Grimsby

SCHEDULE 'A' - MUNICIPAL
STRUCTURE

MAIN STREET EAST

Subject Lands (Subject to Draft Plan of Subdivision)
Additional Lands Owned by Applicant
(APO Lot - not part of Draft Plan of Subdivision)
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FIGURE 10
314 Main Street East, Town of Grimsby

SCHEDULE 'B' - LAND USE

MAIN STREET EAST

Subject Lands (Subject to Draft Plan of Subdivision)
Additional Lands Owned by Applicant
(APO Lot - not part of Draft Plan of Subdivision)

Scale NTS
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FIGURE 11
314 Main Street East, Town of Grimsby

SCHEDULE 'B2' - LAND USE:
URBAN SETTLEMENTAREA(EAST)

MAIN STREET EAST

Subject Lands (Subject to Draft Plan of Subdivision)
Additional Lands Owned by Applicant
(APO Lot - not part of Draft Plan of Subdivision)

Scale NTS
December 12, 2018
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FIGURE 12
314 Main Street East, Town of Grimsby

SCHEDULE 'C' TRANSPORTATION & TRAILS

MAIN STREET EAST

Subject Lands (Subject to Draft Plan of Subdivision)
Additional Lands Owned by Applicant
(APO Lot - not part of Draft Plan of Subdivision)

Bruce Trail Access Point

Scale NTS
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5.6.2 MUNICIPAL STRUCTURE
The Municipal Structure illustrates built, unbuilt and protected areas and provides for the land use
pattern defining the Town while providing for the strategic framework within which more detailed
land use descriptions can be established.
As illustrated on Figure 9 included with this Report, the subject lands are designated “Urban
Settlement Area” and are located within the Built Boundary. Section 2.3.2 provides policy
direction for growth within the Urban Settlement Area and requires a broad range of residential
opportunities in conjunction with commercial facilities and services, recreation, culture,
government facilities, services and employment opportunities. Relevant policies include:
2.3.2.1

Key structural elements within the Urban Settlement Area include:
a) The urban settlement area boundary, which is fixed and shall only be
changed through a municipal comprehensive review that is undertaken
every 5 years as part of the Official Plan Review. The settlement area
boundary cannot be expanded into areas designated as Specialty Crop
Area, b) The built boundary, which represents the extent of lands within the
urban boundary, which were considered built upon as of July 2006. The
Minister of Energy and Infrastructure establishes the built boundary. Any
development within the built boundary is considered intensification and
contributes to the intensification target of this Plan;
c) Between the built boundary and the urban boundary lies the designated
greenfield area, which is largely undeveloped and in which the designated
greenfield density targets of this Plan apply;
d) Major intensification areas represent two areas where the majority of
intensification will be directed;
e) The Downtown represents one of the two major intensification areas but
it plays a more significant role in the municipal structure than simply as a
location for intensification. It is also the primary location for retail goods
and services and is the perceived centre of the Town and its meeting place;
and,
f) The stable residential neighbourhoods represent the existing residential
neighbourhoods within the built boundary. These areas are intended to
remain stable with change that is in keeping with the established character
of the neighbourhoods.

The subject lands are largely undeveloped and currently contain one large residential lot and a
produce warehouse situated on 3.24 hectares (8.01 acres). The subject lands are within the Built
Boundary and Urban Settlement Area boundary which are required to accommodate intensification
suitable with the established character of the neighbourhood. The proposed Zoning By-law
amendment achieves conformity with the Official Plan by proposing residential redevelopment
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consistent with similar new and existing residential development in the immediate area. As
demonstrated in the Urban Design Brief, compatibility is also achieved in areas where proposed
lots are adjacent to Main Street East and existing residential development on Lawrence Avenue. It
is therefore our opinion that the proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision
applications achieve conformity with the key structural area policies for lands located within the
Built Boundary and Urban Settlement Area of the Official Plan.
Sections 2.3.2.2, 2.3.2.3 and 2.3.2.4 of the Official Plan provides further policies concerning the
development of land within the Urban Settlement Area and Built Boundary:
2.3.2.2

Urban Settlement Area Boundary
Schedule A illustrates the Urban Settlement Area boundary which serves to
distinguish between areas intended for future urban development and areas
where agriculture or other rural uses are intended to remain predominant
over the long term.

2.3.2.3

The Urban Settlement Area will accommodate the majority of residential
and employment growth within the municipality on the basis of full
municipal services.

2.3.2.4

Built Boundary
Schedule A also delineates the built boundary for the Town of Grimsby.
Development within the built boundary contributes towards the
intensification target in Section 2.4.4.

However, within the stable residential neighbourhoods, intensification will be limited. An
intensification strategy in Section 2.4.6 sets out the means to achieve the intensification
target.
The proposed development seeks to accommodate residential development within an area intended
for urban residential development and seeks to maintain the APO lot for agricultural purposes
while contributing to overall residential growth policies and bringing the existing zoning into
conformity with the underlying Low Density Residential Official Plan policy. As demonstrated
below, the redevelopment proposed conforms with the Intensification policies of the Official Plan
while conforming to the Urban Settlement Area and Built Boundary policies.
As provided by Policy 2.3.2.10, the subject lands are considered to be a stable residential
neighbourhood:
Outside of the major intensification areas and the Employment Areas, the majority of the
Urban Settlement Area within the built boundary is considered a stable residential
neighbourhood. Stable residential neighbourhoods are intended to retain their existing
character with limited change. This does not mean that new housing must mimic the
character, type and density of existing housing but rather it shall fit into and reinforce the
stability and character of the neighbourhood. Within this area, infill and intensification
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may be permitted where it respects the scale and built form of the surrounding
neighbourhood, conforms to the land use policies of Section 3.4, and meets the
compatibility criteria in Section 3.4.7.
The subject lands are considered to be a stable residential neighbourhood by the Official Plan.
New housing is permitted in stable residential areas and the existing land use designation of Low
Density Residential permits the low-rise residential use proposed. The existing Zoning By-law
applicable to the subject lands is not currently in conformity with the Official Plan designation.
The proposed development reinforces the stability and character of the neighbourhood by
continuing the existing street pattern, maintaining similar sized lots than those to the east and by
providing larger lots on the west of the subject lands to facilitate a compatible transition from the
larger lots adjacent and to the west of the subject lands. The Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan
of Subdivision applications therefore conform with the stable residential neighbourhood policies
of the Official Plan. Compatibility policies are discussed in the next sections of this Report.
Section 2.4 – Growth Management provides that the projected population of the Town of Grimsby
is 32,800 people in accordance with Growth Plan policies and requires that this growth be directed
to the Urban Settlement Area:
2.4.1

The projected population for the Town of Grimsby by the year 2031 is 32,800
people. The Urban Settlement Area will accommodate the majority of residential
and employment growth within the municipality while limited growth may occur
within the Hamlet Settlements.

As illustrated on Figure 9, the subject lands are located within the Urban Settlement Area and can
accommodate expected population growth and therefore implementing and conforming with the
Growth Management policies of the Official Plan.
Growth management and intensification policies 2.4.5 and 2.4.6 include:
2.4.5

New and updated secondary plans shall identify additional opportunities for infill
with appropriate compatibility criteria. Such studies shall protect and maintain
stable residential neighbourhoods from infill and intensification that are out of
keeping with the physical character of those neighbourhoods.

2.4.6

To achieve the target set out in Section 2.4.4, the Town shall implement the
following Intensification Strategy:
a) Encourage infill and intensification throughout the built-up area of the Urban
Settlement Area to achieve higher densities than what currently exist within the
Intensification Area subject to the other policies of the intensification strategy and
this Plan;
b) Direct the majority of intensification to two major intensification areas in the
Downtown and Casablanca interchange area;
c) Set a minimum density target within the Casablanca interchange area through
the implementing Secondary Plan;
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d) Infill and intensification within the stable residential neighbourhood component
of the Urban Settlement Area may be permitted where it respects and reinforces the
stability of the residential neighbourhoods and is of a scale and built form that
reflects the surrounding neighbourhood. The tests of appropriate infill and
intensification shall be determined through the compatibility criteria set out in
Section 3.4.7;
e) Permit and encourage the creation of secondary suites within the Urban
Settlement Area subject to the policies of Section 3.4.1.10;
f) All intensification and infill development within the built boundary shall be
subject to site plan control to ensure that the built form and physical look of the
built form is compatible with the neighbourhood; and
g) To facilitate intensification, the Town may offer development incentives such as:
i) Reduced parkland dedication requirements;
ii) Reduced parking standards;
iii) Reduced Development Charges; and,
iv) Pre-zoning by the Town
The proposed development reinforces the City’s desire for compatible infill redevelopment,
intensification, and suitable density in stable residential areas. As demonstrated in the Urban
Design Brief, the proposed development offers a transition in scale and built form from the large
residential lots along Lawrence Avenue, gradually transitioning to the smaller lots to the east of
the subject lands. Generally, the low-rise scale and built form are maintained. Furthermore, during
the detailed design stage, these policies will be reviewed in a high-level of detail to ensure
conformity. The compatibility policies of Section 3.4.7 are addressed in Section 5.6.4 of this
Report. The proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications will
contribute to achieving residential density targets while maintaining compatibility with the existing
neighbourhood, therefore conforming to the above noted policies.
Polices 2.4.7 includes the requirement to integrate infrastructure with new intensification and
greenfield development and to ensure public infrastructure is available:
2.4.7

Planning for infrastructure and public service facilities shall be integrated with the
planning for development, both intensification and greenfield development, to
ensure that public infrastructure and services are available to meet current and
projected needs while being provided in an efficient and cost-effective manner.

The proposed development will take advantage of both planned and existing infrastructure and
services in the area and capitalize on public investments. By connecting to the existing municipal
services, as demonstrated in the Functional Servicing Report prepared by TMIG, the proposed
development will optimize the use of the existing infrastructure and services that have been
constructed along Main Street East, Riesling Street, and Terrace Drive.
Section 2.5 – Housing references the PPS in that it requires municipalities to provide a range of
housing types and opportunities to accommodate residential growth. This residential growth is to
occur not only in traditional greenfield settings, but also through infill and redevelopment in the
Town’s existing built-up area:
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2.5.1

The Town shall encourage the development industry to provide housing
which includes a variety of dwelling unit types in terms of density, tenure,
unit size and price including special needs housing.

2.5.2

The Town shall seek to maintain at all times a 10-year supply of residential
designated lands. In this context, designated means in approved Secondary
Plans where applicable.

2.5.3

The Town shall endeavor to maintain at all times a 3-year supply of
housing units on lands suitably zoned to facilitate residential intensification
and redevelopment and in registered, or draft approved plans of
subdivision. The Town shall request the Region to endeavour to ensure
sufficient servicing capacity to accommodate this housing.

2.5.4

The Town shall permit and facilitate all forms of residential intensification
in accordance with the Intensification Strategy in Section 2.4.6.

2.5.5

In considering applications for infill and intensification, the Town shall
consider the impact on adjacent residential uses including overlook and
shadowing, the character of the surrounding area and the need for a
transition in heights and densities adjacent to existing residential uses as
per Section 3.4.7.

The proposed development provides a range of residential unit sizes to accommodate the housing
and housing supply objectives of the PPS. There are no anticipated overlook implications,
considering the dwellings proposed are approximately two storeys in height and the grades are
consistent over the subject lands and on lands adjacent to. The proposed Zoning By-law
Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications therefore conform to the housing policies of the
Official Plan.
It is the intent of the Town that the various residential designations and policies that constitute the
Residential Neighbourhoods (Policy 3.4.1) are to protect and enhance the existing character of
Grimsby’s neighbourhoods, while, at the same time permitting some forms of new development
and/or redevelopment that is compatible with existing development, and can improve the quality
of life of existing and future residents of Grimsby:
3.4.1.1

The following policies apply to the Low Density Residential, Medium
Density Residential, High Density Residential, and Residential/Mixed Use
Area designations.

3.4.1.2

Every lot shall have access to an open, improved public road which is
maintained on a year round basis.

3.4.1.4

Adequacy of Municipal Services
In all instances of development or redevelopment, the adequacy of
municipal services to serve the proposals will be considered. The Town may
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require development to be appropriately phased if it is found that municipal
services are inadequate to serve site-specific development proposals.
Municipal services include not only the services relating to water supply,
sanitary sewage disposal and storm drainage but also roads, park, and
school facilities.
The proposed residential lots and the APO lot will have access to a public road and municipal
services, were required, and as such the proposed Zoning By-law Amendment conforms to the
above noted policies.
As demonstrated on Figure 10 in this Report, the subject lands are designated “Low Density
Residential Area” by Schedule 10 – Land Use. Policy 3.4.2 provides that new low density housing
development is permitted provided that:
The Low Density Residential Area Designation applies to existing low density stable
residential neighbourhoods throughout the Grimsby Urban Settlement Area, as delineated
on Schedules B. It is the intent of this Plan that these stable residential neighbourhoods
be protected from significant redevelopment while, at the same time permitting ongoing
evolution and rejuvenation. The Low Density Residential Area Designation shall also
apply to new low density development within the Designated Greenfield Area of the Urban
Settlement Area.
Permitted Uses:
3.4.2.1

Within the Low Density Residential Area, permitted uses shall include:
a) Single detached dwellings, semi-detached dwellings, linked semidetached dwellings, secondary suites and duplexes;
b) Home Occupations subject to Section 3.4.1.5;
c) Parks and open spaces;
d) Community facilities;
e) Public and private utilities;
f) Bed and Breakfast Establishments subject to Section 3.4.1.6;
g) Local Convenience/Service Retail subject to Section 3.6.2;
h) Day Care Facilities subject to Section 3.4.1.8;
i) Places of Worship subject to Section 3.4.1.9;
i) A law office in the existing building at 120 Livingston Avenue subject to
the same policies as Convenience Commercial uses in Section 3.6.2

The proposed dwellings are considered single detached dwellings and Zoning By-law Amendment
will facilitate and bring the subject lands into conformity with this designation of the Official Plan.
Policy 3.4.2 – General Policies for the Low Density Residential Area designation are provided
below:
3.4.2.2

Low density residential building forms shall not exceed a height of 2.5
storeys.
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3.4.2.3

All Low Density Residential development shall be compatible with adjacent
properties and shall respect the character and image of the neighbourhood.

3.4.2.4

Low density residential uses shall have a density of not more than 25 units
per net residential hectare.

3.4.2.5

Within stable residential neighbourhoods, the maximum permitted height
and density may be lower than that permitted in Sections 3.4.2.2 and 3.4.2.4
in order to conform to the urban design criteria in Section 3.4.7.

3.4.2.6

All development within the Low Density Residential Area designation shall
conform to the Urban Design Policies for Residential Neighbourhoods in
Section 3.4.7.

3.4.2.7

All new residential development, and additions greater than 20% of the
existing floor area, within stable residential neighbourhoods shall be
subject to site plan approval at the discretion of the Town, which shall
consider the compatibility criteria of Section 3.4.7.4.j) Elementary Schools;
and k) Group Homes.

As illustrated on the elevations included with this Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of
Subdivision application and in the Urban Design Brief, the proposed residential dwellings do not
exceed two-storeys in height. The proposed development provides for a density of 24.8 units per
net residential hectare, which conforms to the density policy noted above. The Urban Design Brief
demonstrates and illustrates the future condition along property lines and on Main Street East. By
providing adequate distance between the existing residential dwellings and to the new residential
dwellings proposed on Terrace Drive, along with adequate fencing and vegetation, the siting of
the houses creates back yards similar to the surrounding area. Section 5.6.4 of this Report and the
Urban Design Brief further demonstrate how the proposed development conforms to the Urban
Design Policies of Section 3.4.7 of the Official Plan, which are discussed further in the next section
of this Report.
5.6.3 ROADS AND TRANSIT
The following general policies apply to roads in the Town of Grimsby:
5.4.1 General Policies:
5.4.1.1 The road pattern as shown on Schedule C is based on the establishment of
a hierarchy of roads which reflects the following principles:
a) The overall road pattern should be in harmony with the proposed road
pattern for the adjoining municipalities, the Regional road system and
the Provincial highway system;
b) Provincial highways provide for large volumes of traffic through the
Town;
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c) Regional roads and Town arterial roads permit the movement of traffic
through and within the Town;
d) Collectors provide access to specific areas and individual sites within
the Town and carry traffic between Regional / Town arterial roads and
local roads; and
e) Local roads provide access to individual sites and carry traffic
between individual sites and collector roads.
Existing planned street connections provide for the extension of street terminus on adjacent
properties and facilitate that anticipated road network over the subject lands. As demonstrated in
the TIS, the proposed Zoning By-law Amendment maintains continuity and does not disrupt traffic
flows in this area and therefore conforms to the general roads and transit policies of the Official
Plan.
As illustrated on Figure 12 of this Report, Schedule C – Transportation & Trails designates Main
Street “Regional Arterial” and “Bike Routes.” Riesling Street, a “Local Road” abuts the subject
property to the east. The proposed Terrace Drive and Riesling Street will be extensions of existing
local roads.
Regional Arterial roads policies are as follows:
5.4.3.1

This road designation applies to roads under the jurisdiction of the Region.

5.4.3.2

The construction, maintenance and design of Regional arterial roads are
not subject to the requirements of this Plan. However, the Town shall review
any proposed widenings, realignments or new construction and advise the
Region of any concerns.

5.4.3.3

Consideration shall be given, where appropriate, to reducing the number
of driveways along Regional arterial roads through the provision of service
roads, shared driveways, and common off street parking areas.

5.4.3.4

Reverse lotting shall be discouraged and only permitted where there is no
other alternative.

5.4.3.5

On two lane rural arterial roads, the Town may consider providing wide
paved shoulders for use by slower moving farm vehicles where appropriate.

One new road from Main Street East is proposed which is the extension of Terrace Drive, which
will intersect with Riesling Street.
Local Roads policies are provided as follows:
5.4.6.1

This road designation applies to roads under the jurisdiction of the Town.

5.4.6.2

The planned right of way widths of local roads shall be 20 metres. In areas
of slower traffic volume or in presently built-up areas where the wider right-
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of way is likely to be difficult to obtain because of building locations, a
reduced right-of-way width may be provided of not less than 18 metres.
5.4.6.3

The remainder of the roads in the Town are classified as local roads.
Existing and future local roads are intended to provide access to abutting
properties and to discourage through traffic. The general road design
principles of this Plan shall apply particularly to the development of new
local roads.

5.4.6.4

On all new local roads, sidewalks will be required on one side of the street.
Sidewalks on both sides of certain local roads may be required in the
vicinity of schools to ensure the safety of students.

5.4.6.5

On-street parking may be allowed, subject to applicable by-laws as
approved by Council from time to time, except in locations where it will
create a conflict between pedestrian and vehicular traffic or interfere with
the safe operation of vehicular traffic.

5.4.6.6

Traffic calming initiatives may be implemented, on local roads, to reduce
traffic infiltration into neighbourhoods.

The proposed development provides for 20.0 metre local roads and sidewalks located on either
side of the street. The proposed road design facilitates traffic from other areas and provides stops
and turns to limit thoroughfare conditions adjacent Main Street East. As demonstrated above, the
proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications conform to the criteria
for the development on Arterial and with Local Roads.
Section 5.6 – Active Transportation of the Official Plan provides policies to improve the
accessibility of pedestrian and bicycle trails, to encourage alternative modes of transportation, and
to realize the long-term goal of a local public transit system:
5.6.1

General Policies:
Road rights of way facilitate transportation and transit networks,
pedestrian and bicycles connections, opportunities for vistas and view
corridors, pedestrian amenity areas, as well as space for utilities and
services.

5.6.2

Transit

5.6.2.1

It is the intent of this Plan to explore opportunities for the provision of public
transit including opportunities for coordinated transit planning with
adjacent municipalities.

5.6.2.2

All Town Arterial roads and Collector Roads should be designed to
accommodate a future transit network.
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5.6.3

Pedestrian and Bicycle Network

5.6.3.1

A continuous pedestrian and bicycle trail system linking parks and
community facilities shall be identified on Schedule C. The bicycle trail
system component of Schedule C shall include both on-street and off-street
routes.

5.6.3.2

The Town shall require development and redevelopment proposals to
facilitate pedestrian and cycling opportunities and to accommodate
pedestrian and cycling connections. Secondary plans, draft plans of
subdivision and site plans shall implement the trails identified on Schedule
C, and the incorporation of additional on, and off-road cycling
opportunities where appropriate.

5.6.3.3

This Plan will ensure the integration of cycling opportunities with the
Niagara Wine Route and the Niagara Region Bicycle Network.

5.6.3.4

The Town shall provide an on-road signed route for the Waterfront Trail,
and for the Niagara Wine Route along Main Street.

5.6.3.5

As part of a Town transportation master plan pedestrian and bicycling
networks and transportation demand management policies will be
incorporated.

The circulation plan illustrated in the Urban Design Brief provides a plan for utilizing existing
active transportation opportunities. By utilizing existing networks, the proposed development will
connect with existing walkways and not impede existing bicycle trails on Main Street East.
Sidewalks will be extended from Terrace Drive and Riesling Street and will be provided on both
sides of the new 20.0m roads. As illustrated on Figure 3, the subject lands are within walking
distance to many services, recreational opportunities and amenities.
5.6.4 DESIGN AND COMPATIBILITY POLICIES
Section 3.4.7 Design Policies for Residential Neighbourhoods provides critical policies for new
residential redevelopment in areas adjacent to existing residential neighbourhoods and Main Street
East. The Town’s objectives for urban design within Residential Neighbourhood designations are:
1.

2.
3.
4.

To enhance the livability and physical appeal of the Town through the quality,
layout and attractiveness of the public streetscape and private spaces and
buildings.
To provide development proponents with an understanding of the design intent of
the Town.
To ensure that development within stable residential neighbourhoods reflects and
fits in with the established character.
To create a built environment within the designated Greenfield areas and the Major
Intensification Areas, which provides:
i) Sensitive integration of new development with existing development;
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ii) Visual diversity, interest and beauty;
iii) A well-defined public realm, including an interconnected open space
network and Natural Heritage System;
iv) A transit supportive and pedestrian oriented development pattern; and,
v) A road system that recognizes and preserves the historic character of the
Town’s neighbourhoods.
The Zoning By-law Amendment proposed seeks to configure an attractive development and public
streetscape while ensuring the new homes integrate appropriately with the established character of
the neighbourhood. Where compatibility issues may exist, such as on proposed Lots 1-17, larger
sized lots are provided including setbacks from the rear lot line of approximately 9.0 metres (Lots
16 and 17 have setbacks of approximately 7.5 metres). The proposed development is pedestrian
oriented, as sidewalks and connections are provided on either side of the new streets proposed and
the road system is completed through the extension of existing roads. The proposed development
is transit supportive in that walking and cycling opportunities are created and maintained and
access points to potential future bus service are created. The proposed Zoning By-law Amendment
and Plan of Subdivision applications therefore conforms with the policies of Section 3.4.7 of the
Official Plan.
With respect to the development of new blocks and lots, specific design policies and criteria are
provided in Section 3.4.7.1:
3.4.7.1 Development Blocks and Lots – General Criteria
a) New development blocks shall be based on a rectilinear grid system of
public roads unless natural features or other existing constraints require
deviation from that pattern. Lanes are permitted but not required.
b) The size and configuration of each new development block will:
i) Be appropriate to its intended use;
ii) Facilitate and promote pedestrian movement; and,
iii) Provide a sufficient number and, where appropriate, a range of
building lots to achieve cost effective and efficient development.
c) Each development lot in a block will:
i) Have frontage on a public road; and,
ii) Be of sufficient size and appropriate configuration to
accommodate development that reflects the planning and urban
design policies set out in this Official Plan.
d) Notwithstanding Section 3.4.7.1.c), a lot that does not have frontage on
a public road may be permitted, provided the front lot line adjoins public
open space fronting a public road, and the rear lot line adjoins, and has
access from a rear lane.
The proposed development completes the existing generally rectilinear grid system of streets and
does not offer any major deviations from this pattern. The size and configuration of the lots
proposed is appropriate for the low density residential use proposed and is consistent with existing
surrounding residential character and will utilize and connect to existing infrastructure. Each lot
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proposed will have frontage on a public road. The proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan
of Subdivision applications therefore conform to policies 3.4.7.1 of the Official Plan.
General built form policies are provided below (Policy 3.4.7.2):
3.4.7.2 General Built Form
a) New development shall be compatible with adjacent and neighbouring built form
by ensuring that the siting and massing of new buildings does not result in undue
adverse impacts on adjacent properties particularly in regard to adequate privacy
conditions for residential buildings and their outdoor amenity areas.
b) To ensure that the compatibility referenced in a) is achieved; the implementing
Zoning By-law will establish appropriate setback and yard requirements which
recognize the existing built-form character.
c) To support public transit and for reasons of public safety and convenience, the
main entrances to homes and multi-residential buildings shall be clearly visible
and located on a public road or onto public open spaces.
d) Access from sidewalks and public open space areas to primary building
entrances shall be convenient and direct, with minimum changes in grade.
e) To minimize disruptions to traffic flow and to maximize safety and the
attractiveness of Arterial Roads, individual direct vehicular access shall be
minimized, and, in some cases prohibited.
f) To enhance the quality and safety of the public streetscapes, the construction of
parking lots/structures, which occupy significant proportions of the at-grade
frontage of public roads, shall not be permitted.
g) To reduce the impact of surface parking and to provide at-grade amenity areas,
the provision of structured parking shall be encouraged for higher density forms of
development. Where it is not feasible to locate parking in structures either below
or above grade, parking should be located to the rear of principle buildings and/or
within the exterior side yard.
As demonstrated in the Urban Design Brief included with this application, the proposed
development is compatible with the built form of the existing neighbourhood residential dwellings
adjacent and surrounding the subject lands. Lot sizes are generally consistent with newer
subdivisions in the area. For Lots 1-17, impacts to privacy on the adjacent lots on Lawrence
Avenue are mitigated as an average distance of 26.70 metres is provided between rear façade to
rear façade of the existing and proposed units (see Urban Design Brief: Section 4.4 – Compatibility
With Lawrence Avenue). Interior side yard setbacks of 1.5 metres are provided along with a
minimum distance of 3.0 metres between buildings. A wood fence of 1.8 metres is also provided
along with new plantings to further mitigate any transition and compatibility concerns. Access to
public roads and sidewalks is maintained for all lots and is direct from door-to-sidewalk. On Main
Street East, direct vehicular access is not proposed for any new dwellings, and vehicular access is
located at the rear of the lots. As demonstrated above and in the Urban Design Brief, the proposed
Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications conform to the General Built
Form policies of the Official Plan.
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With respect to the location of buildings on lots and in relation to roads, parks, natural hazards and
open space the following policies apply to the proposed development (Policy 3.4.7.3):
3.4.7.3 Location of Buildings with Respect to Roads, Parks, Open Space, Natural
Hazards and Natural Heritage
a) To reinforce the road, lane and block pattern, the following measures shall be
employed:
i) All buildings will be aligned parallel to a public road;
ii) Siting and massing of buildings will provide a consistent relationship,
continuity and enclosure to the public roads;
iii) Buildings located adjacent to, or at the edge of parks, natural hazards
and natural heritage and open spaces will provide opportunities for
overlook into the open space, natural hazards and natural heritage;
iv) The massing, siting and scale of buildings located adjacent to, or along
the edge of a park or open space, natural hazard or natural heritage will
create a degree of enclosure or definition appropriate to the type of open
space, natural hazards and natural heritage they enclose; and,
v) Buildings of significant public use or architectural merit may be sited to
specifically differ from the surrounding urban fabric in order to emphasize
their importance as landmarks.
All proposed buildings are sited parallel to the public road where a bend does not exist. There are
no major deviations in height as all buildings proposed are approximately two storeys in height.
Given the elevation of the Escarpment natural features, all residents of the dwellings proposed will
have an opportunity to enjoy the visual splendor of the Escarpment feature. The units proposed on
Main Street East are oriented toward the street and are provided with an enhanced architectural
style to recognize and continue the established Main Street East character. The proposed Zoning
By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications conform to the locational criteria
policies noted above.
3.4.7.4 Compatibility Criteria for Stable Residential Neighbourhoods
a) It is a fundamental principle to avoid and/or mitigate any inappropriate interface
between buildings and/or uses. As such, the concept of compatible development is
of paramount importance throughout Residential Neighbourhood areas. All
development applications shall be reviewed with respect to their compatibility with
existing and/or approved developments.
As illustrated and described in the Urban Design Brief, compatibility between existing and new
residential uses can be achieved. On the west side of the proposed Terrace Drive, larger lots are
provided to facilitate compatibility with existing dwellings on Lawrence Avenue and a transition
to new and existing dwellings. The Urban Design Brief illustrates the condition proposed and
demonstrates the transition between the older 1960 – 1980’s style large lots with the new proposed
lots can be achieved to accommodate appropriate development in the Urban Area.
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b) New dwellings within stable residential neighbourhoods shall provide a
consistent relationship with existing adjacent housing forms and the arrangement
of these existing houses on their lot. As such, new dwellings shall:
i) Provide a building height which reflects the pattern of heights of adjacent
housing;
ii) Provide for a similar lot coverage to adjacent housing to ensure that the
massing or volume of the new dwelling reflects the scale and appearance of
adjacent housing;
iii) Maintain the predominant or average front yard setback for adjacent
housing to preserve the streetscape edge, and character;
iv) Provide for similar side yard setbacks to preserve the spaciousness on
the street;
v) Provide a built form that reflects the variety of façade details and
materials of adjacent housing, such as porches, windows, cornices and
other details; and
vi) Provide a limitation on the width of a garage so that the dwelling reflects
the façade character of adjacent housing.
The proposed dwellings on Lots 1 – 17 facilitate transition to the interior of the subdivision where
compatibility with the existing residential subdivisions to the east on Vinifera Drive, Vidal Court
and Riesling Street and to the north on Arrowhead Lane and Canyon Crescent can be achieved.
Transition is provided to the smaller lots internal to the subject lands by locating the largest lots
proposed in the subdivision immediately adjacent to the Lawrence Avenue dwellings in order to
facilitate compatibility with all adjacent and nearby areas. The Urban Design Brief demonstrates
how compatibility and transition are achieved.
c) Site specific zoning may be required for new dwellings to ensure that the criteria
set out in subsection b) and h) are met.
d) Notwithstanding subsection b), on larger infill properties where new streets and
blocks are created, greater variation from the existing conditions may be
considered, provided a transition is created between existing housing and the new
dwellings wherein the dwelling meet the requirements of subsection b).
Transition is provided for by providing 45’ lots along Terrace Drive which facilitates lot sizes from
larger to smaller to facilitate appropriate infill residential development compatible with existing
development on the east and west sides of the subject lands. The Urban Design Brief included with
this submission further describes the condition proposed and compatibility achieved.
e) New lots within stable residential neighbourhoods shall provide a consistent
relationship with existing adjacent housing lots. As such applications for consents
and plans of subdivision shall:
i) On smaller infill properties, provide lots, which maintain the established
rhythm of lot sizes and frontages on adjacent housing lots;
ii) On larger infill properties, incorporate a transition area so that lots of
similar size and character are located adjacent to existing lots; and
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iii) Create a street and block pattern, which serves as a seamless extension
of the surrounding neighbourhoods by providing an interconnected block
structure and the extension of the existing local road network.
Through the extension of existing streets and the provision of similar sized lots to surrounding
residential development, a consistent relationship is achieved. A transition area has been provided
on the west side of the extension of Terrace Drive (Street C) to the smaller interior lots proposed
and in the existing neighbourhoods to the east.
h) Along and fronting onto Main Street East and West, new development shall:
i) Reflect the character of large estate houses; and
ii) Meet the requirements of subsection b) and e); and
iii) Preserve Main Street’s wooded character.
The Urban Design Brief included with this submission demonstrates that the architectural style
proposed is consistent with the existing character of houses on Main Street East. The Urban Design
Brief states “[t]he facades of the homes on Main Street have also been designed with extra care
as they will be the “face” of the street” (Urban Design Brief, pp. 18).
i) Notwithstanding subsection h), where properties are deep, low density housing
forms may be permitted ‘behind’ the frontage lots provided the frontage lots respect
the large estate lot character of the street and the ‘rear’ lots meet the requirements
of subsection b) and e).
As demonstrated above and in the Urban Design Brief, the proposed dwellings adjacent to the
large, deep lots on Lawrence Avenue are compatible and provide for appropriate transition.
Main Street is recognized as having significant importance to the Town and as such additional
streetscape design requirements apply to redevelopment (Policy 7.3.1). The subject lands have
frontage on Main Street. Five (5) rear land detached dwellings and one detached dwelling are
proposed adjacent to Main Street.
7.3

MAIN STREET

7.3.1

Along Main Street outside of the Downtown District, additional streetscape
design requirements shall apply as follows:
a) Preserve to the greatest extent, mature vegetation, remnants of
agricultural activity and other natural features within the site and along the
street edge and at the Escarpment; and
b) Incorporate areas for pedestrian paths to connect to the existing,
informal walking paths and footbridges; and,
c) Require larger building setbacks to maintain the existing streetscape
character.

As demonstrated in the Urban Design Brief, specific regard is had for the houses on Main Street
East. Architectural styles consistent with existing dwellings on Main Street East are proposed
along with rear-lane detached garages to maintain the streetscape condition.
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As demonstrated above and in the Urban Design Brief, conformity with the Town of Grimsby’s
built form and compatibility policies is achieved and the proposed Zoning By-law Amendment
and Plan of Subdivision applications therefore conform with the above noted policies.
5.6.5 PLAN OF SUBDIVISION
As provided by policy 9.15 – Plans of Subdivision, the subject lands are subject to subdivision
control given the number of lots and new roads and extensions proposed:
9.15.1

All lands within the Town are subject to subdivision control and part-lot
control.

9.15.2

Council may consider passing a by-law under Section 50(4) of The
Planning Act, 1990 deeming old registered, undeveloped plans which are
inadequate due to matters such as lot size, unsuitable access or undesirable
location, and which have been registered for eight years or more not to be
registered.

9.15.3

In evaluating applications for approval of plans of subdivision, Council
shall consider all matters contained in Sections 50 and 51 of the Planning
Act, 1990 and additional information specified in this plan.

9.15.4

A plan of subdivision shall generally be required:
a) Where a new road or extension to an existing road is required, or
b) Where more than three lots are being created and/or the owner I
retaining sufficient lands for the development of additional lots; or,
c) Where Council deems it necessary in the public interest for the proper
development of the lands.

9.15.5

The Town may as a condition of approval pursuant to the Planning Act,
1990, require that the owner of lands subject to a plan of subdivision enter
into one or more agreements, which may be registered against the title of
the subject lands.

9.15.6

As a condition of draft plan of subdivision approval, the Town may require
proponents to satisfy certain conditions prior to final approval and
registration of the plan. The applicant shall be required to meet the
conditions within three years which, if not met, may cause the approval to
lapse. To ensure that conditions are bound to the owner and the land, the
Town shall require the proponent to enter into a Subdivision Agreement
which will be registered on title

A Draft Plan of Subdivision (see Appendix B) is being submitted with the Zoning By-law
Amendment application to create blocks and lots to facilitate future residential development. The
draft plan of subdivision includes public conveyances, residential blocks as well as future streets.
Additionally, a series of conditions will be prepared in conjunction with the review and comments
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from the agencies. Therefore, the proposed Draft Plan of Subdivision conforms to the criteria set
out in the Town of Grimsby’s Official Plan for Draft Plans of Subdivision.
5.6.5 OFFICIAL PLAN CONCLUSION
The proposed Zoning By-law Amendment will bring the subject lands into conformity with the
policies of the Official Plan. By providing low density residential development, compatible with
the surrounding stable residential neighbourhood, rezoning the existing ND – Neighbourhood
Development and RD1.25 – Residential Development zones will bring the subject lands into
conformity with the Low Density Residential Area policies of the Official Plan along with the
overarching policies of the NEP, Regional Plan along with achieving consistency with the
overarching policies and objectives of the PPS.
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5.8

TOWN OF GRIMSBY ZONING BY-LAW 14-45

The subject lands are zoned “Neighborhood Development (ND),” “Residential Detached
(RD1.25)” and “Environmental Conservation (EC)” by the Town of Grimsby Zoning By-Law 1445. A site-specific Zoning By-Law Amendment is required to permit the redevelopment of the
subject lands. The freehold detached dwellings on the west side of Street A (Lots 1-17) are
proposed to be zoned RD4 while the proposed freehold detached dwellings on Main Street East
and internal to the subject lands are proposed to be zoned RD5.A draft of the Zoning By-law
Amendment is appended to this Report as Appendix A and demonstrates the exceptions required
to each zone proposed.
As illustrated on Figure 15-B of Zoning By-law 14-45, the portion of the subject lands zoned ND
are subject to the Environmental Conservation (EC) overlay zone. The EC zone requires that an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) be prepared to demonstrate that, over the long term, there
will be no significant negative impact on the natural feature or area or it’s ecological functions
from the uses permitted in underlying zone (Section 13.1.14). An EIS has been prepared and is
included with the fulsome application submission.
The future APO lot which is designated N.E.D.C in the Town of Grimsby Zoning By-Law is under
the development control authority for the Niagara Escarpment Commission. A Zoning By-Law
Amendment is not proposed on these lands. A Development Permit Application for the APO lot
is currently under review by the Niagara Escarpment Commission.
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6.0

SUPPORTING STUDIES, ANALYSIS AND REPORTS

The following section provides a summary of the reports, studies and supporting materials
conducted in support of the proposed development.
6.1

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STUDY

Beacon Environmental was retained by Branthaven Terrace Drive Inc. to prepare a Scoped
Environmental Impact Study in support of the proposed Zoning By-law Amendment application.
The purpose of this study was to examine the potential impacts of the development proposal on
the natural environment and demonstrate that, over the long term, there will be no significant
negative impact on the Core Natural Heritage System. The report concludes that the proposed
development will not result in any negative impacts to the ecological features or functions
associated with the Escarpment feature and Core Natural Heritage System provided that the
recommended impact avoidance and mitigation measures specified in the EIS and corresponding
technical reports are implemented.
6.2

TRANSPORTATION IMPACT STUDY

The Transportation Impact Assessment as prepared by Paradigm Transportation Solutions Ltd.
evaluates the impacts associated with the proposed residential development of 55 single detached
dwelling units. The study concludes the site generated traffic from the proposed development
should not have a significant impact on traffic operations within the study area and the existing
transportation infrastructure in the area can adequately accommodate the traffic volumes projected
to be generated by the proposed development. See Paradigm’s report for the detailed findings of
the transportation impact study.
6.3

STAGE 1 & 2 ARCHEOLOGOCAL ASSESMENT

Stage 1 and 2 Archaeological Assessments were undertaken for the subject lands, respectively by
AMICK Consultants Ltd., dated September 2018. As a result of the undertakings, no
archaeological resources were encountered and no further assessment of the 308 and 314 Main
Street East properties is required following the Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment. For a
comprehensive breakdown of the Archaeological Assessments conducted on the subject lands,
refer to AMICK’s report.
6.4

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN (PEER REVIEW)

The Municipal Infrastructure Group Inc. (TMIG) has been retained by Branthaven Terrace Drive
Inc. to prepare a Stormwater Management and Functional Servicing Report in support of the
proposed Zoning By-law Amendment application on the subject lands. TMIG’s report finds that
the existing municipal services and infrastructure are sufficient to service the proposed
development. The existing municipal water supply can adequately service the proposed the
proposed development and the existing sanitary sewage system can sufficiently drain the proposed
development. However, a block along the southern portion of the subject lands will be required to
capture and convey overland flow from the Niagara Escarpment to Street ‘B’ in the Draft Plan. In
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light of this a ditch inlet catch basin (DICB) is being proposed adjacent to lot 29 of the Draft Plan.
For a comprehensive breakdown of the report conducted, refer to TMIG’s report.
6.5

PHASE 1 & 2 ENVIRONMENTAL SITE ASSESMENT

Soil-Mat Engineers & Consultants Ltd. has been retained by Branthaven Terrace Drive Inc. to
prepare a Phase 1 & 2 Environmanal Site Assesment in support of the proposed Zoning By-law
Amendment application. Based on the previous use of the proprty addressed 314 Main Street East,
formerly used as an orchard, and the identification of above ground storage tanks, it was
recomended that a Phase Two ESA be undertaken in support of the application.
Further to identifying potential contaminating activities in the Phase 1 ESA, Branthaven Terrace
Drive Inc. retained Soil-Mat Engineers & Consultants Ltd. to undertake a Phase 2 ESA. The second
phase concludes, the subject lands would be subjec to a mandatory Record of Site Condition (RSC)
filing. In order to complete and file an RSC the properties will either need to meet the Ontario
Regulation 154/04 soil and groundwater standards or be subject to some level of risk assessment
activities.
6.7

NOISE IMPACT STUDY (MAIN STREET LOTS)

Valcoustics Canada Ltd. (Valcoustics) was retained by Branthaven Terrace Drive Inc. to prepare
a Noise Impact Study in support of the proposed Zoning By-law Amendment application. The
purpose of this study was to examine the impact of existing noise sources from the surrounding
environment on the proposed development, and to evaluate the potential impact of the
development on the surrounding noise sensitive receptors, and to evaluate the potential impact of
the development itself. This study followed the noise guidelines from the Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP). Additionally, the study considered the MECP
guidelines NPC-300 “Stationary and Transportation Sources – Approval and Planning”.
This report finds the impact of the existing condition on the existing development and proposed
development is expected to meet the applicable MECP noise guidelines and will provide a suitable
acoustical environment for the future occupants.
In order to meet the applicable guidelines, the report concludes that dwellings fronting onto Main
Street East and the two northerly units flanking Main Street East require the provision for adding
air conditioning; the use of materials in accordance with the Ontario Building Code should mitigate
the noise impact from transportation sources to a level that complies with MECP guidelines for
indoor sound levels; and a 1.8 m high sound barrier is required at the rear yard of the dwelling at
the northwest corner of the site. As an added precaution, Warning Clauses have been recommended
to be registered on title and be included in Offers of Purchase and Sale for various units within the
proposed development. For a comprehensive breakdown of the Warning Clauses, refer to
Valcoustics report.
6.8

TREE PREVENTION PLAN INVENTORY

Beacon Environmental was retained by Branthaven Terrace Drive Inc. to prepare an Arborist/Tree
Preservation Plan in support of the proposed Zoning By-law Amendment application. The purpose
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of the Arborist Report / Tree Preservation Plan was to ascertain the potential impacts of the
proposed development on the trees on the subject lands and on adjacent properties. To allow for
the construction at of the proposed development, the trees recommended for removal are listed as
follows:
•
•
•
•

6.9

One hundred and seventy-one (171) privately owned trees over 10cm DBH that are in fair
condition are proposed for removal;
One (1) town owned trees over 10cm DBH that is in fair condition is proposed for
removal;
Four (4) privately owned trees over 10cm DBH that are in poor/declining condition are
proposed for removal, and;
Seven (7) trees situated within the Niagara Escarpment over 10cm DBH that are in
poor/declining condition are proposed for removal.
URBAN DESIGN BRIEF

The Urban Design Brief prepared by Adesso Design Inc., submitted in support of the proposed
Zoning By-law Amendment details and illustrates the ways in which the proposed development
conforms with the Urban Design Policies (Section 3.4.7) of the Town of Grimsby Official Plan
(2012) and Zoning By-law 14-45. The Urban Design Brief concludes that the proposed
development has satisfied, where feasible, the requirements set out in the Town of Grimsby’s
planning documents and demonstrates the proposed development’s compatibility and consistency
with the surrounding and adjacent built forms.
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7.0

SUMMARY OF KEY POLICIES AND PRINCIPLES

The following section provides an overview of the key planning policies applicable to the subject
property and the appropriates of the proposed development in the context of the Official Plan’s
key stable residential neighbourhood and compatibility sections.
7.1

REVIEW OF OVERARCHING PLANNING POLICES

The proposed Zoning By-law Amendment has been assessed in the context of policies of the
Provincial Policy Statement, the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe, the Niagara
Escarpment Plan, the Niagara Region Official Plan and the Town of Grimsby Official Plan. These
policies and plans provide for suitable development by promoting healthy, livable and complete
communities, managing growth through the efficient use of land and infrastructure, intensification
in the built boundary, the provision of a mix of housing types, protecting the environment and
managing and maintaining land use compatibility.
The creation of complete communities is a key them founds in the PPS, Growth Plan, Regional
Plan and Town of Grimsby Official Plan. Complete communities are those with which have the
services, employment, amenities, housing, infrastructure and recreational opportunities needed to
live a safe, healthy and livable life. Complete communities are sustained by accommodating
development and land use patterns conducive to these components. As demonstrated on Figure 2
of this Report, the area surrounding the subject lands and Main Street East contains a variety of
land uses and many services and amenities are within a 10-minutes’ walk of the subject lands. The
Niagara West YMCA, Vinters Lane Municipal Park, a place of worship, Chardonay Park and the
Ridgeview Fruit Market and Garden Centre are examples just some of the services available,
within a 10-minutes’ walk, to future residents of the proposed development. The Region of Niagara
and Town of Grimsby are thriving economic centres in and of themselves, with residential,
employment and transit infrastructure growth all occurring simultaneously. The proposed
development complements this growth and provides for the residential component of growth in
the Town of Grimsby in an area well-serviced and identified and suitable for residential growth
and intensification by multiple levels of policy.
The proposed development contemplates residential intensification in a location within the Built
Boundary identified for growth and infill redevelopment. The proposed mix of dwelling and lot
sizes (11.0 metre, 11.6 metre, 12.2 metre, and 13.7 metre) diversifies the housing stock and will
providing a range of living options for families and persons of different economic backgrounds
and life stages. Existing employment opportunities, businesses and services in the area support the
additional housing proposed. Active transportation options exist and are accommodated by
maintaining and connecting to existing systems of walking and biking trails. While existing public
transit opportunities are limited, provision for the future expansion of transit on Main Street East
is considered and the proposed development does not preclude its development. Access to future
GO trains will be available once the network is completed.
To improve efficiency in the Region, growth and intensification within the Built Boundary is
required to be accommodated where efficient use of existing municipal services can occur. The
subject lands can be municipally serviced and are located within the Built Boundary of the Town
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of Grimsby. Intensification and redevelopment on existing land within the Built Boundary and
Urban Areas is a key policy in regional Provincial Plans and Regional and local Official Plans.
In summary, the location of the subject lands and surrounding existing recreational, educational
and service related business and supports facilitate the future residents to have the ability to live a
safe, healthy and livable life. Future and existing transportation and active transportation options
are maintained as continuity is provided to existing linkages of roads, walkways, sidewalks and
bike trails, and future bus stops. The location of the subject lands will facilitate the use of existing
services and municipal infrastructure is available to service the proposed development and a range
and mix of housing options are provided for. It is therefore our opinion that the proposed Zoning
By-law Amendment is consistent with and conforms to the overarching planning principles and
policies applicable to the subject lands.
7.2

STABLE NEIGHBOURHOODS / LAND USE COMPATIBILITY

The stable residential neighbourhoods within the Town of Grimsby represent the existing
residential neighbourhoods within the Built Boundary and are intended to remain stable with
change that is in keeping with the established character of the neighbourhood. The stability of
residential neighbourhoods must be respected by providing for a scale and built form that is
compatible with the surrounding neighbourhood.
The subject property is within a neighbourhood that is decidedly that of low-rise residential
dwellings with small-scale services, stores, parks and employment interspersed in the immediate
area. Character elements of the existing stable residential neighbourhood include existing
properties with front lawns, driveways, garages and houses of heights of one and two storeys with
front porches. New and older dwellings are interspersed amongst the existing subdivisions. The
proposed development provides the same similar residential character along with elements of
existing architectural features including the provision of a variety of roof pitches, window shutters,
front porches and a variety of façade treatments consistent with the area. As demonstrated in the
Urban Design Brief, the architectural design and character of the proposed development is in
keeping with style, form and function of the surrounding neighbourhood.
Compatibility is a key principle of the Town of Grimsby Official Plan. Two areas of compatibility
are required to be assessed in greater detail, given the prominence of the subject land’s Main Street
East frontage and the older, larger lot dwellings to the west on Lawrence Avenue.
The residential dwellings proposed on Lots 1, 51-55 provide special architectural treatments and
building configurations to maintain the streetscape character on Main Street East. The orientation
of Lots 51-55 provides driveways at the rear and accessed via a new Street lane. Lot 1, with
frontage on both Main Street East and the new Street A (Terrace Drive extension) has been
designed to address Main Street East while providing access from Street A (to not create a new
driveway on Main Street East). The architectural design of the dwelling proposed on Lot 1 will
have same enhanced architectural treatments as Lots 51-55 and will maintain the architectural style
of the neighbourhood, as demonstrated in the Urban Design Brief.
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To demonstrate compatibility with existing lots on Lawrence Avenue, and as illustrated on the
cross sections of Lots 1-17 included in the Urban Design Brief, the average distance from rear
façade to rear façade between existing and proposed dwellings is approximately 26.70 metres (see
Section drawing provided in Urban Design Brief) and rear yard setbacks of 7.5 to 9.0 metres are
provided. Lots 1-17 provide for interior setbacks between buildings of an average of 1.5 metres.
A minimum distance of 3.0 metres between buildings is provided. This provides for view corridors
to be maintained and views of the Escarpment feature are not expected to be impeded, given the
height of the feature. Overlook onto the existing Lawrence Avenue dwellings is minimized, given
the distance between dwelling structures of approximately 26.70 metres, the 1.8 metre high fence
provided, the maintenance of view corridors to the Escarpment feature and existing and proposed
trees and vegetation. The widths provided on Lots 1-17 are smaller than the existing Lawrence
Avenue lots, which were built in a different era of planning, but consistent with the prevailing lot
size in the neighbourhood.
The proposed development reinforces the stability and character of the neighbourhood by
continuing the existing street pattern, maintaining similar sized lots than those to the east and north
and by providing the largest frontages and depths on Lots 1-17 to facilitate a compatible transition
from the larger lots adjacent and to the west of the subject lands. Main Street East Lots 1 and 5155 provide enhanced architectural treatments and are oriented to face Main Street East, continuing
the existing neighbourhood pattern and continuity existing.
Combined with the overarching planning policies noted in the previous section, compatible
residential intensification in a stable residential neighbourhood is achieved by providing enhanced
consideration and treatment of Lots 1-17 and Lots 51-55. Lots 18-50 continue this compatibility
as they are generally adjacent to existing lots with similar sizes. To facilitate compatibility both to
the east, and to the west, transition Lots 1-17 have been provided in a larger size than those to the
east and to facilitate transition to the existing lots on Vinifera Drive. Based on the summary
analysis above, and the more fulsome assessment provided in the policy review sections of this
Report, it our opinion that the proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision
applications demonstrate suitable intensification in a stable residential area and achieve
compatibility with the surrounding area, therefore conforming to the applicable stable residential
neighbourhood and compatibility policies found in the Official Plan.
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8.0

CONCLUSION

It is our opinion that the proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision
applications will bring the Town of Grimsby Zoning By-Law into consistency with the PPS and
conformity with the Growth Plan, Niagara Escarpment Plan, Niagara Region Official Plan, and
the Town of Grimsby Official Plan. This opinion is based on this review of the policy planning
framework currently in effect for the subject property. The supporting studies prepared to
technically assess and evaluate the proposed development are shown to support this opinion.
1. The proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications are
consistent with the policies of the Provincial Policy Statement, and conform to the Growth
Plan, Niagara Escarpment Plan, Niagara Region Official Plan, and the Town of Grimsby
Official Plan;
2. The proposed Zoning By-law Amendment will bring the subject lands into conformity with
the current land use designations in the Niagara Escarpment Plan, Regional Plan and
Official Plan;
3. The proposed development represents an appropriate and efficient form of development
that can be supported by existing infrastructure and municipal services;
4. The proximity of the subject lands to community services and amenities such as parks,
community centres, grocery stores, services and places of worship contributes to the
establishment and maintenance of complete communities;
5. The proposed development conforms to the design policies of the Official Plan by
providing an appropriate, and in some cases enhanced, architectural style, built form, and
scale;
6. Transition and compatibility between existing, new and existing stable residential areas is
achieved by providing larger lot sizes in areas where they abut existing larger lots and
consistent lots sizing with adjacent residential areas and through good urban design
practices;
7. The EIS included with this application demonstrates that the proposed development
“…will not result in any negative impacts to ecological features or functions associated
with the Core Natural Heritage System provided that the recommended impact avoidance
and mitigation measures specified in this EIS and corresponding technical reports are
implemented.”
As demonstrated in this Report, the proposed Zoning By-law Amendment demonstrates
consistency with the Provincial Policy Statement (2014) and conformity with the Growth Plan for
the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2017), the Niagara Escarpment Plan (2017), the Niagara Region
Official Plan (2014), and the Town of Grimsby’s Official Plan (2012).
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Appendix A – Draft Zoning By-law Amendment and Schedule
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THE CORPORATION OF THE TOWN OF GRIMSBY
BY-LAW No. 16-XX
A BY-LAW to AMEND BY-LAWS 14-45 (AS AMENDED)

Whereas the Council of the Town of Grimsby deems it expedient to amend the By-law No 1445, as amended:
Now therefore, the Council of the Corporation of the Town of Grimsby enacts as follows:
1. Schedule “15-A” of By-law No. 14-45, as amended, is hereby further amended by
changing the zoning from “RD1.25 (Residential Detached 1),” “ND (Neighbourhood
Development)” and “EC (Environmental Conservation)” on the lands identified as
Schedule ‘A’ to this By-law as follows:
a.) Area A from Residential Detached 1 (RD1.25) and Neighbourhood Development
(ND) to Residential Detached 4 (RD4) Zone;
b.) Area B from Neighbourhood Development (ND) to Residential Detached 5 (RD5)
Zone; and
c.) Area C from Neighbourhood Development (ND) and Environmental Conservation
Overlay (EC) to Private Open Space (OS1) Zone.
2. Schedule “15-B” of By-law No. 14-45, as amended, is hereby further amended by
deleting existing Site-Specific Exception 276 and adding the following Site-Specific
Exceptions as identified on Schedule ‘B’ to this By-law and on Tables ‘A,’ ‘B,’ ‘C’ and
‘D’ of this By-law by:
a.)
b.)
c.)
d.)

Area A to exception number AAA;
Area B to exception number BBB;
Area C to exception number CCC; and
Area D to exception number DDD.

3. Table 11: Regulations Applying to Residential Zones of Zoning By-law No. 14-45, as
amended, is hereby further amended by adding the rows identified on Tables ‘A,’ ‘B,’
‘C’ and ‘D’ of this By-law.

Read a first time this ___ day of ____, 2019.
Read a second and third time and finally passed this ____ day of ____, 2019.

_____________________
J. Jordan, Mayor

_____________________
H. Soady-Easton, Clerk

Table A, Area A:
RD4.40 – Exception AAA
Zone Provision
Min. Lot Frontage
Min. Interior Side Yard
Min. Exterior Side Yard
Min. Rear Yard

13.7 metres
1.5 metres
2.4 metres
9.0 metres

RD4.45 – Exception BBB
Zone Provision
Min. Lot Frontage
Min. Interior Side Yard
Min. Rear Yard

13.7 metres
1.5 metres
7.5 metres

Table B, Area B:

Table C, Area C:
RD5.40 – Exception CCC
Zone Provision
Min. Front Yard
Min. Rear Yard
Min. Distance Between the
Main Building and a Detached
Garage

3.0 metres
6.0 metres
3.5 metres

Table D, Area D:
RD5.45 – Exception DDD
Zone Provision
Min. Exterior Yard
Min. Rear Yard

2.3 metres
7.5 metres
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Appendix B – Draft Plan of Subdivision
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DRAFT PLAN OF SUBDIVISION
BRANTHAVEN TERRACE INC.
PART OF LOT 1, CONCESSION 1 & 2
PART OF THE ROAD ALLOWANCE
BETWEEN CONCESSION 1 & 2
TOWN OF GRIMSBY
REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF NIAGARA

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE BOUNDARIES OF THE LANDS TO BE SUBDIVIDED AS
SHOWN ON THIS PLAN AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO ADJACENT LANDS ARE
CORRECTLY AND ACCURATELY SHOWN.

DATE: December 14, 2018

DASHA PAGE, Hon. B. Sc., OLS
Matthews, Cameron, Heywood - Kerry T. Howe Surveying
5233 Stanley Avenue - Unit 1
Niagara Falls, ON
L2E 7C2
PHONE: (905) 358-3693
EMAIL: info@thesurveyors.ca

SIGNED _________________________
ARDEN SEMPER
BRANTHAVEN TERRACE INC.

DATE: December 13, 2018

KEY PLAN

AREA
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DENSITY
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DETACHED - 13.7m (45')

DETACHED (REAR LANE) - 11.6m (38')

TOTAL

58

Notes
-daylight triangle at Main Street: 12.0m x 12.0m
-local R.O.W. daylight triangles: 4.5m x 4.5m

OWNERS CERTIFICATE
I HEREBY AUTHORIZE GLEN SCHNARR & ASSOCIATES INC. TO PREPARE AND
SUBMIT THIS DRAFT PLAN OF SUBDIVISION TO THE TOWN OF GRIMSBY FOR
APPROVAL.

AST

LAND USE SCHEDULE

SURVEYORS CERTIFICATE

SIGNED _________________________

AD E

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
(UNDER SECTION 51(17) OF THE PLANNING ACT) INFORMATION REQUIRED BY
CLAUSES A,B,C,D,E,F,G, J, L ARE SHOWN ON THE DRAFT AND KEY PLANS.
H) MUNICIPAL AND PIPED WATER TO BE PROVIDED
I) SANDY LOAM AND CLAY LOAM
K) SANITARY AND STORM SEWERS TO BE PROVIDED

SCALE 1:600
(24 x 36)
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Appendix C – Pre-Consultation Checklist
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